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INTEGRATING INSTITUTIONAL REPOSITORIES INTO THE

SEMANTIC WEB

by Harry Jon Mason

The Web has changed the face of scientific communication; and the Semantic

Web promises new ways of adding value to research material by making it more

accessible to automatic discovery, linking, and analysis. Institutional repositories

contain a wealth of information which could benefit from the application of this

technology.

In this thesis I describe the problems inherent in the informality of traditional

repository metadata, and propose a data model based on the Semantic Web

which will support more efficient use of this data, with the aim of streamlining

scientific communication and promoting efficient use of institutional research

output.
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1 Introduction

The starting point of this research is As We May Think[1]: the vision held

by Vannevar Bush of the future of science. As the Director of the Office of

Scientific Research and Development he coordinated scientific research in the

United States. Writing in 1945 as the Second World War ended, he considers

that the efforts of scientists should be a force for the benefit of society having

been freed from their wartime obligations.

Bush observed the difficulties facing scientists relating to creating and referring

to research material. He noted that it was likely that important contributions

risked going unnoticed by those who could benefit, simply because they were

unable to manage the large and increasing volume of published material even

in highly specialized fields.

He proposed that contemporary and anticipated future technology could allow

scientists to work more flexibly. His predictions include a desk sized complete

library stored in microfilm, text and speech recognition apparatus, and calculat-

ing machines capable of higher mathematics such as calculus and logic. These

are based on the idea that creative thought is concerned with identifying appro-

priate action, and it is therefore desirable to automate the uncreative details of

performing the action. Bush also considered the problem of storage and retrieval:

how a potentially vast repository of material might be indexed, arranged in a

hierarchy, or queried. As predicted, the modern digital computer, database, and

software tools provide many of these features and are invaluable for scientists

today.

Perhaps the outstanding idea in Bush’s paper is the Memex, which is a device for

both creating and referring to resources in a microfilm library. It allows the user

to browse through reference material using an index, add to it using a built in

camera, and link resources by creating trails. Trails are an associative structure

representing the branching chain of connections between different resources; they

are intended to model the thought process which identified the connection and

allow it to be retraced, modified, or shared with another person. Significantly,

this aspect of the Memex aims to directly support the intellectual element of

the user’s work rather than simply automating routine tasks.

The associative trails Bush describes were the inspiration of an entire research

field, of crafting expressive structures to represent and communicate linked in-

formation. Building on this idea, Ted Nelson coined the term “hypertext” and
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further explored how links in documents can help capture the thought patterns

of their author. The field of hypertext is the topic of the next chapter.

Although Bush’s article is widely acknowledged as the inspiration of the field

of hypertext, many similar ideas were described years earlier in the work of

Paul Otlet, a pioneer of information science[2]. Otlet’s work was largely lost as

a consequence of the Second World War[3] and difficulties in funding. In 1934

in Traité de Documentation he hypothesised a mechanical information retrieval

system, consisting of a universal repository of all knowledge, including text, im-

ages, sound, and video, remotely accessible and indexed in an all-encompassing

classification scheme. This was the conclusion of forty years of research into bib-

liography and the organization of knowledge, combined with an active interest

in cooperation between nations. His Mundaneum was intended to be an inter-

national library at the centre of a utopian world city, part of Belgium’s bid to

host the League of Nations; it was classified with index cards according to his

extension of the Dewey Decimal System. The project was initially successful but

was abandoned by the Belgian government and all but destroyed in the German

invasion.

Like Bush, Otlet was concerned about the unmanageable proliferation of knowledge[4],

and he sought technical, but also social methods of controlling this. A key dif-

ference between their points of view however is that Otlet considered knowledge

as an objective ideal, separable from its medium of expression and stored in a

single structured compendium. Rayward[2] compares this reductionist view to

the work of Bush and later authors who instead placed the user at the centre of

the system. Bush’s description of the Memex emphasises the creative role of the

scholar in managing their own information, making connections, and producing

new ideas.

However foresighted his vision, Bush postulated only quantitative improvements

in the technology of his time, and did not anticipate the possibilities now avail-

able with digital systems, computing, and the Internet. Though his microfilm

and trails could be mechanically copied and exchanged in person, they could

not be made immediately available to all other Memex users across the world.

Digital storage means that perfect copies can be made and shared for negligible

cost. The power of modern computers allows advanced graphics, multimedia,

and interactivity, which can be the best ways of communicating ideas.

It is notable that Bush focused on the use of the Memex to organize the user’s

own thoughts, integrated with external sources of information, but made only

passing reference to the dissemination of new material once created. The po-
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tential for real time, effortless collaboration between scientists made possible by

the Internet is beyond what he anticipated.

Though modern technology provides solutions to many of the problems Bush

saw facing scientists, the area of academic communication still contains much

scope for improvement. Communication among scientists is of course a key

aspect of their work. Discoveries are often the result of direct collaboration,

whether face to face or spread across the world. Scientists read and cite others’

work to build upon, and publish or present their own work to influence other

scientists and have an effect on the world. Therefore improvements in the tools

and techniques of scientific communication, for example relating to authorship,

publication, reading, or analysis, support the progress of science as a whole;

and like the Memex would relate to the intellectual, creative aspects of science

rather than the routine.

After the Second World War Bush hoped that scientists could devote them-

selves to improving people’s lives. Supporting scholarly communication works

to achieve this goal, and improved technology provides the mechanism.

1.1 Research contribution

The objective of this research is to identify technical means to promote schol-

arly communication on the Web. Work has centred on the data submitted into

institutional repositories, and how the Semantic Web can improve access to that

data. Though Bush focused specifically on scientific research, the benefits of im-

proved communication are also not limited to science; this thesis is concerned

with all scholarly discourse, and indeed communication in general.

The contributions made are:

• Evaluating institutional repositories in the context of the Semantic Web

and identifying ways in which more useful data could be gathered.

• Proposing a new data model for institutional repositories which includes

identifiers for the different entities which exist in the metadata.

• Developing and evaluating user interfaces which demonstrate the benefits

of improved metadata.
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1.2 Outline

Sections 2, 3, 4, and 5 provide background. Sections 6 (RAEPrints and WWW-

Conf), 7, and 8 present original work.

Section 2 introduces hypertext and the World Wide Web as technologies for

scientific communication and the expression of complex structure.

Section 3 introduces the next stage in the evolution of the Web: the Semantic

Web. A set of protocols, formats, and standards, it is a way of making the mean-

ing of Web data accessible to computer interpretation. This section describes

the technology of the Semantic Web and several systems which are relevant to

scientific communication and are based on this technology.

Section 4 describes institutional repositories and their place in scientific com-

munication, including repository software, metadata, and interoperability stan-

dards.

Section 5 describes the issues in referring to resources using an identifier, or

formal name. It discusses the characteristics of identifiers in the Semantic Web

and how they relate to the data connected with a repository.

Section 6 analyzes three repositories, considering the quality of the data and

how high quality metadata can add value to the collected data. It discusses how

the data structure and user interface can contribute to collecting better data.

Section 7 describes two prototype tools which show a practical application for in-

tegrating Semantic Web identifiers with repository data. Analysis of these tools

demonstrates how repositories could directly incorporate support for identifiers.

Section 8 presents a proposal for modifications to institutional repositories,

which will improve the quality and utility of the data they collect.

Section 9 concludes the thesis and suggests possibilities for future research.

1.3 Glossary of terms

Anchor The point in a document at which a link starts or ends. In HTML,

source anchors are clickable and usually highlighted and underlined.

Coreference When two different identifiers refer to the same entity.

Eprint An electronic document, often an academic publication. In this work, an

eprint usually corresponds to a record stored in an institutional repository.
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Formality In the context of this thesis, formal data has a defined format which

can be interpreted automatically. Informal data might be understandable

by a human reader, but cannot be reliably parsed automatically.

Generic link A link where the anchors are not explicit regions of a document

but are automatically selected, for instance wherever a particular keyword

occurs.

HTML Hypertext Markup Language. The standard document language used

on the Web. HTML documents include structure, style, and hypertext

features.

Hypermedia Hypertext extended to include multimedia elements.

Hypertext Text with a structure too complex to be represented on paper.

Hypertext systems are generally composed of nodes with links between

them. The Web is a hypertext system, though other examples have more

powerful features.

Identifier A formal name assigned to an entity. In the Semantic Web identifiers

are URIs, which are an extension of Web addresses allowing them to refer

to physical or abstract entities as well as digital data.

Link In a hypertext, an object connecting a source to a destination. Links can

be followed manually by user action or automatically behind the scenes.

More complex links may contain multiple source or destination anchors.

Linkbase A database of links, which can be queried to obtain links to be

applied to a document.

Metadata Data about data. For example, the metadata of a file includes its

name, creator, and modification date. Metadata in the Semantic Web can

facilitate automatic processing of the data by describing its meaning.

OAI-PMH The Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting. A

protocol supported by repositories for efficiently exchanging interoperable

metadata.

Ontology A formal specification of a domain of knowledge. An ontology defines

the concepts in the domain and their relationships.

Open Access A movement in academic publishing, based on the idea that

publications should be accessible to all potential readers without charge

or restriction. Open Access is dependent on the ubiquity of the Web and

the development of institutional repositories.
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Open hypermedia A hypermedia architecture in which the hypermedia ser-

vices are decoupled from the document, allowing a range of clients to use

the services. This means links are standalone entities which are stored and

accessible separately from the documents they refer to.

RDF Resource Description Framework. A standard language for encoding data

and metadata in the Semantic Web, structured as a graph of triples.

Repository A digital collection of scholarly materials, combined with a com-

mitment to preservation and access. In the context of this work, reposi-

tories are generally provided by an institution to collect and disseminate

its research output. A repository is based around a piece of software, such

as EPrints, but also consists of the policy and administrative frameworks

surrounding it.

Resource In the context of the Semantic Web, a resource is an entity which can

be assigned a URI, and thus be identified and have properties. Literals,

such as numbers and strings, can be the value of a property but cannot

have their own properties, and are therefore not resources.

Semantic Web An evolution of the Web where data is made accessible to

automatic interpretation, through the use of self-describing formal data

and metadata.

Transclusion In hypermedia, including part of a document within another

by reference, without copying. In the Xanadu system transclusion was

intended to support tracing quoted text back to its source, providing at-

tribution and copyright control.

Triple In RDF, the basic data structure. A triple consists of a subject, predi-

cate, and object; the subject and predicate are URIs, and the object may

be a URI or literal value. Multiple triples form a directed graph with typed

links.

Triplestore A database for storing and retrieving triples. Triplestores generally

provide low level graph manipulation and query facilities, and focus on

efficiency as data expressed as triples can grow very large.

Typed link A hypertext link with an associated meaning, allowing different

types of links to be interpreted in different ways.

URI Uniform Resource Identifier. A URI has the same syntax as a URL, but

is not necessarily resolvable to the resource it identifies.
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URL Uniform Resource Locator, the addressing scheme of the Web. Defines

the protocol, server and port, and path to a piece of data.

XML Extensible Markup Language. A standard metalanguage for encoding

structured data on the Web, XML can be used to construct arbitrary

markup languages which can be read by a common parser, or combined

within the same document through namespaces. HTML can be written in

an XML compatible style.
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2 Hypertext

This section introduces the concept of hypertext as a mechanism for organising

documents and information. It provides background information on early hy-

pertext systems and their significant features, and discusses the structures used

in hypertext with the insights they give to the general problem of managing

structured data.

This section also introduces the World Wide Web, the most successful global

hypertext system, which is a key element of the later parts of this research.

Hypertext is important to my research as it is the basis of the Web, now an

essential feature of scholarly communication; but also because of its influence

on the Semantic Web. The principles of managing structured information in

hypertext relate strongly to the Semantic Web, and the issues of naming and

referring to resources are closely related between the fields.

2.1 What is hypertext?

The term “hypertext” was coined by Ted Nelson as part of his design of a non-

sequential writing system[5]. Like the structures of Bush’s Memex, the concept

was based on an idea about the nature of thought processes: observing his own

thought patterns, he noted that the ideas which make up a written document

are formed independently of the linear structure of the resulting text. The text

takes shape iteratively, by writing, revising, and combining fragments as the

writer thinks about the overall shape of the document and how to best express

their ideas. This means the eventual structure of a document may not be evident

at the outset.

Nelson’s PRIDE system was designed to provide an authoring environment

which intrinsically supported this process. It handled fragments of information

separately, then combined them to form a document. The system was to support

the ongoing development of the work by keeping track of versions and managing

the overall structural elements, chosen by the author, for example an outline,

index, and references. The flexibility in managing these elements is a charac-

teristic of his novel cross-linked list based data structure, “zippered lists”. The

author could for instance refer to the index while writing to assist in collecting

their thoughts, or maintain alternatively arranged drafts of a section. As well

as managing writing, Nelson imagined the same system storing reference mate-
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rial, genealogical data, or even program code—anything which is structured or

interconnected.

This system gave rise to the idea of a hypertext, defined by Nelson[5] as a

piece of text with a structure too complex to be conveniently represented on

paper. As the text is not created in a linear fashion, there is no reason why it

must make up a linear document constrained to mimic a printed page. Nelson

argued that hypertexts could be particularly suitable for education, by using an

adaptive structure allowing each reader to follow a different path according to

their choices and needs. Hypermedia need not simply be text; he also imagined

pictures and films with complex underlying structure.

Nelson’s most well known hypermedia system, Xanadu[6], suffered technical

and financial setbacks and did not become the universal system he had hoped.

However, his ideas about structured data systems have been a strong influence

on the field.

He is a vocal critic of the World Wide Web[7] and argues[8] that the Web is

inadequate as a hypertext system for serious scholarship and discourse. In its

basic form the Web lacks several features of Nelson’s ideas—robust links exter-

nal to the text, versioning, multidirectional links, and transclusion: a quoting

mechanism which is particularly significant to the topic of scholarly discourse.

Transclusion is

a system of visible, principled re-use, showing the origins and con-

text of quotations, excerpts and anthologized materials, and content

transiting between versions.[8]

In a hypertext which supported transclusion, the quote given here would not be

copied, but included from its source by reference. A reader wishing to obtain

the context of the quote could follow it back to the source. The advantage of

this in a scholarly context is clear, as it facilitates review and analysis; it also

permits parallel visualization of related documents. It is also the basis of Nelson’s

proposed system of copyright protection and micropayment, which would allow

the originating server to control delivery of the quoted content.

2.2 The importance of hypertext

Though Nelson conceived of hypertext primarily as a way of writing literature,

the same principles can be applied for the more general purpose of organising
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information. The field is closely integrated with developments in the Semantic

Web, often sharing common structure and ideas because of the similarity be-

tween linked documents and linked data. Because of this, issues in managing

hypertext information may be just as relevant to managing general data—the

Memex, which shares the information management goal of an eprint repository,

is a hypermedia system based on observations of data management in business.

At its heart, hypertext deals with reference—the connections between related

things, and how to model and make use of those connections. This is also the

central concept of the Web and the Semantic Web, and as Bush argues, human

thought and scientific enquiry in general[1]. The insights gained from studying

hypertext are therefore relevant in the remaining sections of this work.

2.3 Early hypertext

While Bush famously described a visionary hypermedia system, and Nelson de-

fined the term, the first digital implementation was the NLS (On-Line System)[9],

designed by Douglas Engelbart. This system shared the goal of assisting scien-

tists’ communication with awareness of the patterns of human thought processes,

and was distributed over the early ARPANET. After this there were many no-

table hypertext systems, demonstrating variations on the concept in different

usage scenarios.

Many early hypertext systems used the frame as the basic indivisible unit of

information. A frame is a self contained fragment of information, designed to be

displayed completely on the screen, with links made between one frame and an-

other. KMS (Knowledge Management System)[10] was an early example, which

featured two types of hyperstructure: a hierarchical arrangement of frames in

a tree, and associative links between arbitrary frames. HyperCard[11], popular

due to its distribution with Apple computers, organized information as a stack

of cards; although not inherently a hypertext system, its scripting functionality

could be used by developers to produce hyperstructure.

The constraints imposed by these designs contrast with the fluidity of structure

imagined by Nelson. Later systems removed some of the boundaries and began

to more closely resemble his hypothetical system. It is however notable that

none of the systems discussed here provide all of the features he described.

Notecards[12] used the structure of frames and links to provide a visual overview

of the hypertext. It also featured typed links, where links had different interpre-
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tations and were displayed with different patterns in the visualization. Typed

links were later a key part of Textnet[13], where a taxonomy of types related to

scientific discourse are used. The concept of typing is significant in the Seman-

tic Web, discussed later.

A notable usability improvement was pioneered in HyperTIES[14], a system

designed to represent linked encyclopedic content which was similar in features

to the Web. In this system links were first represented as highlighted anchors

within the flow of text itself rather than separate icons, menus, commands, or

codes.

The Sun Link Service[15] and later Intermedia[16] stored links separately from

the information they relate to. This concept is the foundation of open hyperme-

dia, where interoperability between systems is key. Earlier examples were self-

contained applications; these systems provide hypermedia services to multiple

applications and allow links to bridge the gap between them. Links were stored

in linkbases and could be managed independently of documents, for instance by

providing appropriate links for different readers. In Microcosm[17], declarative

generic links could automatically be applied to relevant documents, linking from

wherever a particular phrase is encountered in a compatible application.

A further move towards interoperability, HyTime[18] was a standard for hyper-

media constructs which could be applied to any SGML based markup, providing

compatibility between the hypermedia aspects of different systems. Features in-

cluded temporal and structural anchors, where a link could refer to part of

an audio or video sequence or a specific element in the SGML structure of a

document.

As hypertext grew as a field of research there were also theoretical models

developed which aim to abstract all the features of hypermedia systems. The

Dexter Model[19] was intended to be a base for comparing different systems

and developing interoperability standards. It separated the structure, storage,

presentation, and interaction layers to provide terminology for future research.

Thompson[20] had a similar aim, presenting an idealized architecture using

which hypermedia systems could be developed, analyzed, or standardized fur-

ther. However his modular architecture aimed to encourage independent progress

within each module, for instance versioning, persistence, or linking, to build

consensus within the research field and avoid wasted effort. Open Hypermedia

Protocol[21] provided a standard interface to decouple link services and applica-

tions. Each client could then support a single protocol with a shim connecting it

to any open hypermedia service, avoiding compatibility problems with propri-
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etary services. The Fundamental Open Hypermedia Model[22] generalizes this

abstraction across three related domains: navigational, spatial, and taxonomic

hypermedia, modelling links as generic objects with directionality, context, and

behaviour.

There is a trend towards interoperability through the history of hypertext, mir-

roring the trend of software in general. The earliest systems were standalone,

closed applications, meaning that links could only be made between objects con-

tained within the application. This is the simplest way of storing a link as it can

be modelled as a pointer to a database record. If any data is changed the link

can be updated automatically. However, it restricts the use of the hypertext to

a limited environment. External links, to other servers on a network, or between

different applications allow the hypertext to achieve a global scale. The problem

with connecting to external systems is that care must be taken to ensure relia-

bility and robustness against changes in remote data. Without guaranteed data

integrity, linking to remote resources must depend on naming or describing the

resource. The issues raised by naming resources will be discussed later.

The most popular hypertext system, the World Wide Web, arguably owes its

success to its pragmatic acceptance that reliability cannot be guaranteed[23].

2.4 The World Wide Web

The Web’s origins lie in scientific research and collaboration. Specifically it was

designed to manage and share the large volume of information produced by the

thousands of scientists at the CERN particle physics laboratory. Tim Berners-

Lee observed[24] that newly arriving scientists would take time to find out about

the relevant facilities, resources, and people in their field of work causing an

initial period of low productivity. At the same time, departing scientists would

take away with them their knowledge and experience of the CERN environment.

Continual turnover of scientists therefore caused a gradual loss of information;

for example, that an experiment about to be run had already been done and

where the results could be found.

To combat this loss, Tim Berners-Lee proposed “Mesh”, a linked information

system based on ideas from his earlier Enquire system[24] (which was similar

to HyperCard, but multiuser). It could support a wide variety of information,

including some automatically obtained from existing data sources and linked

in, represented as nodes containing “hot spots” linking to other nodes. CERN’s

diverse, distributed environment gave rise to its distributed client-server archi-
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tecture and support for clients on heterogeneous computer systems. Interoper-

ability was achieved by the use of standard protocols, markup, and naming:

HTTP, HTML, and the URL syntax. The first clients were a graphical browser

and editor for NeXT systems, and a simple portable text browser.

Though it was initially intended for internal use, the system was soon named

the World Wide Web[25] and released freely to the world at large. Its strengths

as an information system for CERN proved equally valuable on a global scale.

As it was distributed and decentralized new sites could immediately begin to use

it; this was aided by the simplicity of its protocol, which encouraged the devel-

opment of graphical and text browsers for a variety of platforms. Accessibility

was assured as no assumptions were made about the types of documents which

could exist, and documents could be written easily by non-technical users or

even built in a WYSIWYG editor. Though Web browsers could use other pro-

tocols (such as Gopher) which could be expressed in the URL syntax, it was

also possible to translate legacy data to the Web dynamically.

The World Wide Web is of course a valuable tool for scientists in its present form.

It is notable however that as the Web’s rapid adoption worldwide was partly

due to its simplicity[23], the same simplicity means that many key features of

Bush and Nelson’s designs are missing. In fact the Web has a relatively low level

of functionality compared to both earlier and later hypertext systems[26, 27]:

• Links are one way, and are not robust. The target of a link may be removed

or modified, making the link useless or misleading. Link markup must be

embedded in the source document, and to link to part of a document also

requires an anchor at the destination, making it dependent on maintenance

by the document authors.

• It lacks expressive hypermedia data structures which could assist authors

and readers: transclusion, linkbases, generic links, or annotations.

• In hypermedia systems there is often the possibility of being disorientated.

Hyper-G[28] and Intermedia, for example, maintain an overview of the

location in the system; but without this global organization the user can

become “lost in hyperspace”. History and bookmark features in browsers

assist to some extent, however, and Bernstein argues[29] that the problem

is not significant in a well designed text.

• Information discovery is not part of the Web’s architecture, but is depen-

dent on search engines, which work by harvesting data from all indexed
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pages. The protocol does not provide any standardised way of searching,

or identifying what data is available from a server other than traversing

links.

• There is no explicit semantic information on nodes or links, which could

be used to inform users about their relevance.

Since the Web’s creation it has of course evolved dramatically, both in terms

of technical improvements and the scope of its content. The protocol sup-

ports metadata transmission, allowing any file type and improving scalability

by supporting caching. HTML is dramatically more flexible, supporting ad-

vanced styling, structure, and active scripting. Browsers are ubiquitous and

user friendly, encouraging personal and commercial as well as academic use. CGI

and server side programming languages provide dynamic content. These devel-

opments mean that the browser has become the universal front end for other

applications. The extensibility of the protocols, combined with client scripting

and intelligent processing server side, also make the Web a natural base on

which to build more capable hypermedia systems:

• Hyper-G[28, 30] provides a richer data model than the Web with an overall

organized structure and open hypermedia features. While interoperating

with the Web and other contemporary information systems such as Gopher

and WAIS, it requires a custom proprietary client to support its full feature

set.

• The Distributed Link Service[31] provided open hypermedia capabilities to

the Web. Link services, implemented as standard Web server CGI scripts,

provide links when requested by a client side browser integrated tool.

Anchor points in documents to be augmented with links can be specified

exactly or as keyword matched generic links.

• COHSE[32] extended the generic link functionality of the DLS to produce

a conceptually driven hypertext. Documents annotated with metadata

about their meaning could be targeted more accurately with appropriate

generic links.

• Devise Hypermedia[33] adds complex open links and collaborative editing

to the Web, using embedded scripts inside standard Web browsers.

• XLink[34] is a language for open hypermedia links intended as a new Web

standard for the next generation of browsers. It is built on a layered set
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of standards for naming and structuring documents to maximize interop-

erability. As an XML application, other languages can make use of XLink

to provide hypertext features; SVG[35] is an example. This is equivalent

to the service HyTime provided for SGML.

• Wikis, such as the WikiWikiWeb[36] and Wikipedia[37], are Web-based

hypertext systems with collaborative editing features, including versioning

and edit conflict resolution.

• The Semantic Web is a linked, distributed data graph built on the Web.

It is capable of providing the necessary support for advanced hypermedia

features such as typed links, links inferred from a document’s meaning,

logical reasoning over hyperstructure, and nodes and relationships with

complex structure. The topic is discussed in full in the next chapter.

2.5 Specifying links

Though the Web is a recent development relative to the history of hypertext,

as the ubiquitous hypertext system it is a useful starting point when comparing

hypertext systems. It is familiar and well understood, has flexible naming and

retrieval features, and uses a simple markup language (HTML) but has enough

expressivity to be a base for more complex structures.

Clickable links in HTML are the kind of hypertext link familiar to most users,

but they are only one example of how to represent complex structure in a

hypertext. HTML includes other features which embody hyperstructure[38], and

other hypermedia systems have a wide range of different link types.

The HTML <a> (anchor) tag creates a simple one way link between an area

of the source document and a point in the same or another document. The

source of the link is specified by enclosing the desired text inside the tag, and

the target is specified by its URL, optionally including a fragment to link to a

specific point in the document. Therefore links can only be added to a document

by its author, as they are embedded in the markup, and can only point to a

position within a document if an appropriate target anchor exists. The URL

naming syntax allows links to other formats or using other protocols.

The second kind of link does not involve an anchor, but describes relationships

between whole documents. Unlike <a>, the <link> tag has explicit semantics:

though commonly used to relate a document to an external stylesheet, it can also

provide navigation within a tree structure, or refer to alternative expressions of
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the same content. In the modern Web the navigation features are supported

by some browsers but rarely used, though increasingly an alternative version in

RSS format is provided for aggregation. The link provided can even define the

semantics of the inverse relationship, from target to source. These capabilities

could express hyperstructures like Nelson’s multidimensional lists, though no

definitive interpretation is specified.

The other kind of link available is automatically followed by Web browsers, as

it represents the inclusion of another resource into the document. Various tags

are used to describe this: the generic <object> tag from HTML 4, and the

older <img> for images, <iframe> for HTML, and <embed> for multimedia. At

first glance these links merely support the inclusion of different media into the

document, and do not provide any structure more complex than paper. However,

the link target is a URL rather than data bundled with the parent resource, thus

supporting inclusion of data stored on a different server or sharing of common

information between documents.

Even though it is designed purely as a markup language, HTML’s different link

types, which provide association, hierarchy, and composition, demonstrate the

synergy between hypertext structures and general data structures.

2.6 Extending the concept of the link

With HTML as a base, considering how links and anchors are handled in other

systems will lead into issues affecting linked data management in general. These

issues will arise again in the Semantic Web.

2.6.1 Displaying links

Following an HTML link by clicking on it is a definite action directly associ-

ated with a region of the document. Other types of link might use other ways

of presenting a link to the user. The earliest Web browsers, like the Enquire

system which was its precursor, displayed the links in a list at the bottom of

the document, and the document-wide navigational links provided in HTML

can still be rendered this way. Xanadu’s links were designed to be displayed as

lines connecting two documents displayed side by side. Here the link is followed

implicitly, and all available links are active at once. Links in an adaptive hy-

permedia system might be intended to compose fragments of text into a single
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document: the user might not see the links at all, but they would shape the

structure of the document behind the scenes.

How connections are displayed to the user is also an issue in the linked data world

of the Semantic Web. There are systems which browse pure RDF data by directly

following links on the graph, such as Berners-Lee’s RDF Tabulator[39]; faceted

browsers, which allow exploring via an object’s metadata, such as Longwell[40]

and mSpace[41, 42]; domain specific tools to present certain types effectively,

such as the SIMILE timeline component[40]; and metalanguages to describe how

to display other data, such as Fresnel[43]. This subject will be revisited later in

the context of displaying repository data.

2.6.2 Open hypermedia

One direction to extend the concept of the link is by removing it from the

document, storing it in a linkbase as a first class object of equal importance to

the document text. Systems of this type are known as open hypermedia systems,

and are in some ways more complex but benefit from increased flexibility and

expressive power.

The key benefit of open hypermedia is that the links relating to a document can

be maintained separately from the document itself, or even by a third party.

Links can therefore be organized independently from documents, for example

by grouping them according to topic, providing an institution-specific set of links

to internal resources, or providing targeted links for different groups of readers.

The added complexity to support this includes identifying the appropriate set of

links, which might involve searching a number of linkbases based on the docu-

ment’s metadata; finding appropriate anchor points for the links, in documents

which may change independently; and applying them to the document in an

appropriate style to provide clear navigation.

The ability to make statements about third party resources is central to the

Semantic Web, as it encourages the reuse of data in new contexts. Therefore

the structures and protocols used in open hypermedia will see comparable roles

in handling linked data. The problem of managing the provenance of third party

data, how to obtain and certify trustworthy information is also especially per-

tinent.

The related topic of external anchors—link endpoints—is discussed below.
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2.6.3 Complex links

As a first class object with its own attributes, a link is free to have a com-

plex structure. Another way of extending the link is therefore to remove the

constraint on the number of endpoints. If two alternative targets for a link are

equally valid, such as alternative versions of the same document, this could be

expressed as two links from the same point to different documents or as a single

link to two places. Similarly, a single link could have two source anchors pointing

to the same document, or in fact any number of sources and targets.

Complex links potentially provide benefits in maintainability, interaction, and

analysis. A change made in a multi-anchor link affects all of the documents

pointed to by the link; if it were expressed as many simple links, a change

would have to be duplicated in each link making maintenance more complex

and error prone. A simple example is providing a link from all pages about a

specific topic to a summary of that topic hosted on another site; if the summary

page moves, the address only needs to be changed in one place.

Following or interpreting such a link is not as simple as redirecting the viewer

to the target document, but complex links can also lead to richer possibilities in

interaction. The user could just be presented with a list of alternatives, or one

might be chosen depending on preferences, context, and the semantics of the

document or link. For example, two alternatives might have a different style for

different age groups, with metadata identifying the target group and a browser

preference specifying the reader’s age. By displaying this as a single link rather

than two, it is clear to the reader that the two targets are alternatives and they

are unlikely to need to read both documents. This could be extended to build an

adaptive hypertext document, where links define the structure and are followed

automatically to compose a customised document.

Complex links are intrinsic to linked data structures, because a property linking

two objects essentially forms a link between them. In the case of a relationship

common to many objects, the process of analysing or displaying this connection

is a similar process to handling a complex hypertext link. Conversely, the exis-

tence of a hypertext link between two entities implies a connection between what

those entities represent, and a multiway link implies this for all its members.

Hypertext systems are potentially rich resources for data mining, and complex

links therefore enhance this further. Even if the meaning of the connection is

not made explicit, analysing the link may allow conclusions to be drawn about

the relationship between the documents. With complex links it may be possible
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to draw stronger conclusions about these relationships if the link implies the

same kind of connection between all its members.

2.6.4 Semantic links

All hyperstructure has intrinsic meaning. A link exists for a reason, and it is

followed on the premise that appropriate data can be found at the other end.

In a hypertext document, the text around or inside the anchor might provide

information which helps the user decide whether to follow it:

The World Wide Web is a Hypertext system invented by Tim Berners-Lee

at CERN.

A hypertext data system might have links displayed in groups of related re-

sources:

• Back

• Forward

• Index

Browse by

• Year

• Author

• Subject

However, these clues only have meaning to an intelligent human reader.

Document-wide links in HTML however, specified by the <link> element, can

contain an attribute encoding the meaning in a machine readable way. Several

standard values exist, such as[38]:

Alternate A substitute version for a different media type, or a translation.

Stylesheet A reference to an external style sheet to be applied automatically

to the current document.

Next/Prev Adjacent documents in an ordered series.

Bookmark A link to a labelled entry point in a long document.
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Compared to an anchor element, which only specifies the target, these semantic

links can be handled in the most appropriate way for the context in which they

are found. For example, navigation provided by regular links is suitable for a

human with a standard Web browser, but the meaning inherent in document

scoped links could build a table of contents for a printed copy, organize browser

bookmarks, or provide efficient shortcuts on a handheld device.

Notecards[12], for instance, used the knowledge of link types to provide a useful

graphical overview for the user, with different line styles for each type of link.

Here the type information is used to help the user maintain their orientation

in the hypertext. Other systems which use data types are MacWeb[44] (to al-

low authors to construct adaptive hypertexts which adjust to different users)

and Textnet[13] (which used link typing to assist scientists in expressing their

arguments).

If a hypertext system can interpret the meaning of data, it can therefore enhance

its value. This is a general principle which will be revisited, particularly as a

key aspect of the Semantic Web, which deals with a linked database rather than

linked documents.

2.7 Anchors

Links are related to another fundamental structure: anchors. While a link defines

the connection between entities, an anchor defines those entities. Depending on

the hypertext system, the boundary between links and anchors may be more or

less clear. In HTML, source and target anchors are created by markup in each

document, but in more advanced hypermedia systems anchors can be defined

in complex ways which are potentially more expressive.

The simplest anchor possible is the document or node. In systems with this

model, nodes have no internal structure but are simply a fragment of text (or

other media). Links connect whole nodes together, and might be displayed in a

list below the content of the node. Therefore the anchor at each end of the link

need only be a pointer (in local-only closed systems) or node address. KMS[10]

and Gopher menus[45] demonstrate this anchor type. Xanadu[6] can be con-

sidered a system of this type, though nodes might be composited at the user

interface level to give the appearance of internal structure.

If nodes have structure or markup, anchors can be specified more precisely.

HTML clickable links are unidirectional, therefore the anchors at either end use
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different markup. The source is specified as a range of characters or elements

within a document. The target is often a whole document but may also be a

range, but practically this specifies only a point part way through a document.

Both source and target require markup embedded in the document, therefore the

valid points for link targets must be included by the author, though linking to the

whole document is always possible. Other systems with similar anchors include

HyperCard[11], Texinfo[46], and wikis[36]. HyTime[18] specifies “clinks”, which

are embedded in the document like HTML, as well as external links.

As with links, the concept of an anchor can be extended to gain a greater

expressive power.

2.7.1 Open anchors

Just as with links, anchors could be specified externally from the document. It

is impossible for a URL to link to any arbitrary point in an HTML document,

unless the document contains an anchor embedded by its author. Also, browsers

interpret the target anchor by scrolling to the anchor point, which effectively

makes the target a point rather than a region; the only way to clearly refer to

only part of another document is to quote it, without server or client code to

work around the problem in a non-standard way.

To effectively allow open hypermedia links it must also be possible to specify

anchors externally; ideally, by describing meaningfully the area of the document

which is relevant, an external anchor can remain accurate when the document

is modified. Microcosm[17] and the Distributed Link Service[31] use a combined

character offset and keyword search. HyTime[18] links describe a region of an

SGML document by reference to its structure, which is precise while also permit-

ting minor changes to the document; the emerging W3C standards XPath[47]

and XPointer[48] apply this to the modern Web and XML documents.

The disadvantages of externally stored links are that changes to the documents

may make the link invalid or misleading; documents and links must both be

updated if the document is revised; and extra complexity is required to render a

complete document, including locating and incorporating appropriate linkbases.

The benefits are that as objects with their own identity, links can be produced

managed separately and can have their own metadata.
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2.7.2 Generic anchors

An HTML link connects two precisely specified points specified uniquely by

URL. Generic anchors are described by their characteristics, for example by

keyword, thus creating a link from each instance of that keyword. They can be

applied to an HTML document by client-side scripting or browser integration,

server preprocessing, or by a proxy server.

Generic links are another way of facilitating third party links which are more

resistant to change and require less maintenance than using specified anchor

points. Minor changes in the structure or text of a document do not affect the

link’s validity provided the keyword is still present. Links can even be added to a

wide range of unrelated documents without precise knowledge of the document’s

content; this allows a wide variety of generic links to be in effect at one time

while still only displaying links which are appropriate to the current content, for

instance a dictionary or glossary which automatically defined uncommon words.

It may in some cases be difficult to create appropriate generic links. Obviously

if a keyword has more than one meaning simply matching that word would

sometimes be incorrect. The desired link may not be a particular word or phrase,

but could be described by a wide variety of word combinations or common words.

They also share the same disadvantage as explicit external links, of discovering

and applying an appropriate linkbase, and are only useful in situations where

matching a keyword will produce the desired type of links, such as glossaries or

technical documentation.

Various techniques can be applied to make generic links less indiscriminate.

Users could be allowed to limit the available links by dividing them into small

linkbases with narrow scope. Microcosm allows document local generic links,

where the document is specified explicitly but the anchor by keyword[17]. COHSE

uses annotations describing document semantics to refine the keyword match-

ing process, selecting links from an appropriate contextual linkbase[32]. Open

Journal used a simple keyword database, but avoided overwhelming users by

maintaining central editorial control; limiting the keywords to the ones which

provided the most valuable links within the domain[49]. In each of these ex-

amples the accuracy is improved by more accurately describing the intended

anchor points.
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2.7.3 Abstract anchors and identifiers

Generic links as described above point to regions of a document which are de-

scribed, rather than specified explicitly. The idea of an anchor being a descrip-

tion of a resource can be taken further, to make links between abstract digital

or even physical end points.

A citation in an academic work is a link. Though before digital publishing it

would have existed only on paper, it creates a unique connection between two

resources with exactly the same meaning as a digital link would. The source

anchor is embedded text—a number, or name and date, but the target is a

good example of how objects can be referred to by their attributes rather than

a unique name. The components of a journal citation, for example, allow the

reader to find a physical copy of the target in a printed copy, or to search

the journal online by title, or to find an alternative copy self-archived in an

institutional repository by searching for the authors’ names.

In pervasive computing, physical objects can be considered anchors in a hyper-

structure which is navigated by the user’s movement in the space[50]. The Mack

Room and Ambient Wood are examples of pervasive computing projects which

involve hypertext and a close relation between digital and physical resources. In

the Mack Room this is a gallery of exhibits with associated digital metadata[51];

in Ambient Wood, an area of woodland providing virtual measurements and

interaction[52]. The underlying hypertext systems in both projects used the

transition between sensor boundaries to trigger navigation in the hypertext.

The sensors can therefore be considered physical anchors, with a corresponding

digital representation in the model and a mapping between them.

For closed special purpose systems such as these the mapping may be simple

and defined by application code. However, to extend a similar concept to a Web

scale system with distributed control and authority over the data would require

consideration of how the physical and digital components of the anchors are

identified. The problem of how to model links gives rise to a more fundamental

question: how can a physical object, or even an abstract concept, be given a

digital identity? This question is central to the Semantic Web.

The problem of assigning identifiers to people demonstrates the problem, and

is considered in detail later. Other examples are geographical regions, which

would require a boundary to be described; or periods of time, perhaps to refer

to historical facts, where the exact bounds of time may be unknown.
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A more abstract example is an institution: a pervasive hypermedia system could

conceivably use “the University of Southampton” as the start point of a link, to

be displayed when physically present on the campus, or when communicating

with a staff member, or reading a news article or publication about the univer-

sity. In the same way a reference could exist in the Semantic Web connecting the

same abstract identifier to the area of land, the staff member, and the article.

To integrate a hypermedia system into the physical world requires devising

identifiers for physical objects and making links between them. The Semantic

Web also uses such identifiers to describe objects with metadata. This is an

area of close convergence between the two fields. In Semantic Web systems, the

presence of a link between resources need not imply that it could be “followed”,

the meaning of which may be unclear from a hypertext perspective, but that a

relationship between them exists and can be analyzed.

2.8 Summary

Hypertext is a mechanism for managing structured information. This could

take the form of a document: a piece of literature, but with a complex non-

linear structure; or multiple interconnected documents, like an encyclopedia; or

a linked data bank, to record and browse structured data.

The success of hypertext in the form of the World Wide Web demonstrates

the value of a linked, browseable, global information system. However, many

valuable concepts from hypertext research are missing from the Web, notably

open hypermedia, explicit semantics of data, and overall organization.

More recent hypertext systems have shown a trend towards openness and there-

fore interoperability between different systems and across network boundaries.

This gives rise to the issue of identifying related resources through naming: in

the World Wide Web the URI is a general purpose solution.

Understanding hypertext is valuable when considering the Semantic Web, the

topic of the next section. The Semantic Web removes the document and text

elements, leaving only a linked data structure; but as demonstrated above this

has many properties in common with a hypertext. Semantic Web technology can

be applied to add value to data on the Web by providing better organisation,

improved browsing and searching capabilities, and the ability to automatically

manipulate data.
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3 Semantic Web

Bush argued that science is a creative process, and that the laborious calculation

and processing required could be performed automatically by machine[1]. He

first described automation of the simplest routine operations, but predicted

that improved technology would allow mechanization of higher level processes,

such as symbolic manipulation and logic.

These low level operations in the context of the Web are the obtaining and

rendering of Web pages to the reader. The computer has an ‘understanding’

(metaphorically) of the syntactic aspect of the data: the structure and format-

ting of pages. The semantic aspect is accessible only to a human reader, and

represents the intellectual content of the page: the knowledge that this Web

page is someone’s personal home page, their name is in the page title, the links

point to their publications, and so on. Similarly a computer can find all pages

containing a particular set of words, and use heuristics to judge which pages are

most likely to be relevant, but a human must examine each to find the answer

to their question.

The Semantic Web is a technology which provides a standard framework for the

association of meaning with data. This facilitates scientific communication by

allowing more advanced processing to take place to assist the reader at a higher

level, and by making it easier for different tools and datasets to work together.

This section will describe the background of the Semantic Web, the technology

and standards which have developed as a result, examples of systems which

build on it, and the implications for scientific communication.

The Semantic Web is not a single application or system, but an abstract idea

about how to make the best possible use of material on the Web: formally de-

fined metadata to support automatic processing. From this idea a set of inter-

connecting standards have developed for encoding, structuring, manipulating,

and distributing this data. Its core technology is the RDF graph specification

syntax, which is intended to form a worldwide linked data system alongside and

integrated with the Web’s existing linked document system.
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3.1 Why a Semantic Web?

From its earliest incarnation the Web was intended to be processed by automatic

systems as well as human readers. Tim Berners-Lee at wrote about his first

proposal at CERN:

An intriguing possibility, given a large hypertext database with typed

links, is that it allows some degree of automatic analysis. It is pos-

sible to search, for example, for anomalies such as undocumented

software or divisions which contain no people[. . . ]

It is also possible to look at the topology of an organisation or a

project, and draw conclusions about how it should be managed, and

how it could evolve[. . . ]

Perhaps a linked information system will allow us to see the real

structure of the organisation in which we work.[24]

Citation linking is another example which demonstrates the potential of ma-

chine interpretation. Citations essentially link publications into a hypertext

which might be analyzed for authoritative references and communities of prac-

tice: taking the implicit knowledge from the academic community of what is

significant, and making it explicit and easily communicated to new members

of the community. Brody et al.[53] use this technique to evaluate the impact

of research. PageRank, the algorithm used by Google to select better quality

search results, is another example of automatic analysis of a hypertext; it works

by analyzing links between documents, judging documents linked from many

important places as the most important[54].

Citation linking contains good examples of the difficulties in automatic process-

ing of Web data. If the text of a publication is simply made available on a Web

page, the citations would be in plain text and not linked. Links would have to be

added, either manually or by processing the text and looking for strings which

may be citations. The manual method may be time consuming, which may be

insurmountable for a large corpus, while the automatic method is vulnerable to

errors in parsing. Though standard citation formats exist, it is a challenge to

accurately pick out citations, and an even greater one to break down the format

and identify each component; this would need to be done before the link could

point to the correct target. Even then, the Web address of the cited document

needs to be resolved. In each stage of automatic processing there is possible

ambiguity and therefore the chance of incorrect linking.
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Despite the challenges it is possible to parse citations reasonably accurately, es-

pecially if the format is known (such as when it conforms to a publisher’s house

style), and so value added services can indeed be built. Simply linking a citation

to its target, as done by the ACM Digital Library, supports the user while brows-

ing. At the other end of the scale, given reliable citation information attempts

can be made to analyse the citation graph, for instance to produce metrics for a

publication’s impact[53], or identify possibly significant publications in a field of

research to aid new students or provide feedback for funders[55]. This example

demonstrates that if the problem of extracting the meaning implicit in the text

of a citation is solved, it becomes possible to make greater use of the document.

Parsing and extracting the relevant information from the hypertext of linked ci-

tations produces a data structure: a graph of linked nodes. However, the methods

for extracting and analyzing citation data are specific to that task because the

source data is designed for human interpretation. To combine it with another

source would require a similar—but incompatible and equally error prone—

information extraction process.

The Semantic Web is a mechanism by which these kinds of services could be

provided more reliably for data on the Web. It is built on earlier efforts to

annotate Web pages and documents with metadata, but extended to encompass

any type of structured, linked data[56].

Over a decade after his original proposal, Berners-Lee advocated an evolution of

the Web with the goal of supporting automatic tools, aiming to provide a better

experience for Web users. His vision, called the Semantic Web[57], has software

agents performing advanced tasks for users involving querying, analysis, and

aggregation of data:

At the doctor’s office, Lucy instructed her Semantic Web agent

through her handheld Web browser. The agent promptly retrieved

information about Mom’s prescribed treatment from the doctor’s

agent, looked up several lists of providers, and checked for the ones

in-plan for Mom’s insurance within a 20-mile radius of her home and

with a rating of excellent or very good on trusted rating services. It

then began trying to find a match between available appointment

times (supplied by the agents of individual providers through their

Web sites) and Pete’s and Lucy’s busy schedules. (The emphasized

keywords indicate terms whose semantics, or meaning, were defined

for the agent through the Semantic Web.)
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This is made possible not with advanced artificial intelligence interpreting the

meaning of text, but with formally specified explicit metadata augmenting the

existing human readable content, allowing the tools to reason and make logical

connections. Like the early Web it focuses on standardizing data exchange for-

mats and protocols, and is an addition to existing Web resources designed to be

incrementally upgraded as the technology develops.

For the Web as a whole the vision of the Semantic Web promises to provide

a better user experience, by making the right information easier to find, sup-

porting automated tasks, and simplifying the sharing and reuse of data. These

benefits are also specifically applicable to the task of finding scholarly material

for researchers. Because the value of research can be measured by its impact,

both on the academic community and the world, it is an area where encouraging

use and distribution of information are particular goals.

3.2 Semantic Web technologies

The Semantic Web has a layered architecture as a consequence of its step by

step design and implementation, its use of open standards, and also because

research in the upper layers is ongoing. At the bottom are syntactic elements

and low level protocols which define standard text, data, and address encodings,

some of which are based on existing Web standards. On top of these are the

components which form logical reasoning: first knowledge representation, then

descriptions of that knowledge, then argument and verification (Figure 1). Most

of these standards are defined by formal specification to ensure interoperability,

though some have emerged as de facto standards. The application of these layers

leads to universal compatibility first at the level of simple data exchange, then

structured data, then knowledge interpretation, and Berners-Lee’s idea of a

global database used by software agents.

3.2.1 HTTP and HTML

The existing content on the Web, and the protocol used to transfer it, remain

an integral part of the Semantic Web. As an incremental step in making the

human-readable Web accessible to machines, common scenarios will be making

judgements about the properties of a document, for instance to determine its

value or relevance to the user, or interpreting data within the document for
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Figure 1: The Semantic Web ‘layer cake’. From an example in [58]

it to be processed automatically, as in Berners-Lee’s scenario of booking an

appointment.

HTML[38] is the standard document format on the Web, so it is important that

HTML documents can encapsulate or be annotated with Semantic Web meta-

data. There are various methods used; for example the Tabulator[39] interprets

the <link rel="meta"> tag. HTML has been annotated with knowledge be-

fore the existence of the Semantic Web, in SHOE[59], and with metadata, in

PICS[60, 61]; but the Semantic Web is more interoperable, providing equivalent

and extensible functionality for all document types as well as abstract data.

HTTP[62] is the transfer protocol for Semantic Web data. Its content negotia-

tion, redirection, and metadata headers are used to integrate the Semantic Web

with the existing Web architecture.

3.2.2 Unicode

One of the most fundamental standards necessary to exchange data is a universal

text encoding. There are many character encodings in use on the Web, which

may be incompatible and not accurately distinguishable; for example, the many
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8-bit character sets referred to as “extended ASCII” have the characters from

ASCII in common but use the remaining space for language specific special or

accented characters. As the Semantic Web is intended to be global it is important

that its standards take into account internationalization issues.

Recent Web standards have taken into account the existence of multiple encod-

ings by allowing the encoding to be specified in the header. However, the Unicode

standard[63] is a superset of all these 8-bit encodings and aims to incorporate

all known character sets, so it is therefore possible to write text in multiple

languages using a single Unicode compatible encoding throughout. UTF-8 is an

ASCII-compatible encoding which has become the de facto default encoding of

the Semantic Web; also the DNS (through Punycode[64]) and URIs (through

IRIs[65]) are starting to support Unicode extensions.

3.2.3 URLs and URIs

The Uniform Resource Locator has been an essential feature of the Web since its

origin[66, 67]. The concept of a stateless protocol (HTTP) and universal naming

syntax for retrieval of resources set the Web apart from other hypertext systems,

and contributed to its success by encouraging rapid growth despite introducing

breakable links. To ensure links never break, a hypertext system would have to

track linked resources through pointers and keep tight control of data integrity;

this would require either central control or expensive distributed mechanisms,

increasing complexity. In encouraging adoption and keeping the protocol simple,

this design paved the way for the Semantic Web.

Links based on naming made the Web extensible. The prefix component allows

URLs to refer to any resource including those accessible through other protocols,

for example mailto:, gopher:, or callto:, potentially naming all retrievable

resources. However, this is inadequate for the Semantic Web. A superset of the

URL syntax, a Uniform Resource Identifier[66] refers to a resource which is not

necessarily retrievable. A URI need not be the address of an accessible piece of

data; it is meaningful to assign a URI to a physical object or even an abstract

concept, and allows statements to be structured within the standard Web hier-

archical namespace where appropriate. Semantic Web systems can therefore use

this mechanism to make statements connecting physical and digital resources in

a generic way[68].
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The question remains of how to assign identifiers to resources, both physical

and digital, in an appropriate way. It is of particular significance to the topic of

Semantic Web features for repositories, so is discussed in detail later.

3.2.4 XML

The Extensible Markup Language[69] is a commonly used format to encode

structured data on the Web. It is based on SGML[70] but is a restricted sub-

set designed to be simpler to parse and validate. XML is expressed in plain

text in any chosen encoding, and can include characters outside its encoding

through the use of Unicode character entities. The meaning of data in an XML

document is not specified by the XML standard[69]; the syntax is fixed, and a

mechanism is provided to specify the semantics in an extensible way. Therefore

XML is not itself a language but a standard way of defining languages; SVG[35]

and XHTML[71] are examples of such languages. Much of the syntax of XML

is compatible with HTML, so HTML documents can be easily converted to

XHTML but still be parsed by existing parsers.

XML is suited for encoding Web data for many reasons. It is human-readable

and also parsed easily. It can express arbitrarily complex data structures, though

particularly suited to documents, lists, and hierarchies. Many parsers have been

written for a great variety of platforms and programming languages, includ-

ing free software implementations; combined with XML’s inherent multilingual

support this means it is accessible to as many potential users as possible. Doc-

uments can be built which contain data in more than one XML based language

(“XML application”) due to the use of namespaces: URIs which qualify the

name of an element, allowing languages which use the same short name to be

mixed in the same document. DTDs[69], adapted from the SGML standard, de-

fine the structure of an XML document; XML Schema[72] and RELAX NG[73]

are more recent standards which define XML within XML and support more

complex validation rules.

3.2.5 RDF

If XML is suited to encoding hierarchical, well defined structured data, RDF

(Resource Description Framework) though apparently more constrained is suited

to more flexible, graph structured, loosely defined data. It is used as a generic

way of representing arbitrary information about Web resources[68]. The RDF

data model is even simpler than XML, and can only represent one data type,
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the triple: a statement with a subject, predicate, and object, with each part

a URI (or literal string). However this simple structure is expressive enough

to make arbitrarily complex assertions, including statements about other RDF

resources.

Like XML, RDF is a metalanguage, which defines semantics suitable for creat-

ing domain specific languages. The meaning of an RDF statement is abstract

and depends on the interpretation of the URIs which compose it, which is do-

main specific. However, a key use case for RDF is expressing metadata, so the

specification does define core features expected to be used in this situation. A

core concept is the “type” of a resource, which asserts that the entity referred

to by the resource URI has a certain abstract data type. The standard also

includes features for standardizing common complex data structures, includ-

ing sets and lists. Beyond this it is possible to specify data using an ontology:

a formal description of data types, properties, and the relationships between

classes.

An RDF graph can be serialized for storage or transmission into several standard

representations. A common, though verbose, mechanism is RDF/XML[74]: a

constrained XML application which adapts the namespacing and hierarchy of

XML to RDF. Because of the different syntactic rules of XML and RDF, it is

not possible to use XML validation or transformation tools with RDF/XML,

use namespaces, nor define a unique mapping from each RDF graph to XML.

A more recent alternative is Turtle[75] which has a concise syntax designed

specifically for RDF.

3.2.6 Ontologies

RDF has a schema language which plays the same role that a DTD or schema

plays in XML. The difference is that while XML is a document, RDF is loosely

structured data and may represent entities and their properties. RDF Schema[76]

introduces an object orientated architecture, specifying a class hierarchy, com-

pound data types, and restricting the domain and range of properties.

More expressive data description is provided by ontologies, which are a key part

of Semantic Web interoperability. The word “ontology” comes from philosophy,

referring to the study of the nature of existence; however in this context it refers

to a formal representation of knowledge about a particular domain. Gruber offers

a widely-used definition:
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A body of formally represented knowledge is based on a concep-

tualization: the objects, concepts, and other entities that are pre-

sumed to exist in some area of interest and the relationships that

hold them. A conceptualization is an abstract, simplified view of the

world that we wish to represent for some purpose. Every knowledge

base, knowledge-based system, or knowledge-level agent is commit-

ted to some conceptualization, explicitly or implicitly.

An ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualization.[77]

An ontology goes beyond specifying the structure of data; it allows reasoning

about that data to take place. For example, an ontology in the genealogy domain

could specify that the “parent” property is inverse to the “child” property,

meaning that if A is B’s parent, B is A’s child. This fact could be used to infer

statements which were not specified explicitly in the data. The ontology could

also be used to check the validity of data, such as making sure that a person has

no more than one mother and one father, if this constraint were specified. These

definitions and constraints are useful for software agents, which in Berners-Lee’s

vision crawl the Semantic Web for information to help perform tasks, as they

can interpret data, deduce what is relevant from what is available and correlate

different sources.

OWL (Web Ontology Language)[78] is a more expressive metalanguage built

on RDF Schema, allowing more control over constraints. A strength of these

RDF metalanguages is that they are expressed in the same syntax and thus

integrated much more closely with the data they describe. (This feature is useful

in the common case where a schema is used to annotate formal data with human

readable descriptions.) OWL builds on earlier languages such as DAML and OIL;

as RDFS and OWL have become the recommended Semantic Web standards, a

study of the history and details of ontology languages in general is beyond the

scope of this work.

Ontologies are vital in developing the vision of a universal web of data. For

general purpose tools to work with it, data in common formats should be ex-

pressed in a common ontology. As the Semantic Web develops ontologies are

being standardized for frequently used concepts, such as FOAF[79] for personal

data and Dublin Core[80] for bibliographic data. Using a preexisting ontology

for the standard parts simplifies the difficult task of ontology design as well

as, by being interoperable, extending the domain in which new data is usable.

In the event of conflicting ontologies being used to model the same data, the
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conversion process may run the risk of losing precision or detailed semantics.

Automatic or assisted mapping between incompatible ontologies is an active

research area but will not be discussed here.

It is important to note that an ontology can define the relationships between

concepts but cannot formally give an explicit meaning, as the meaning of data

is intrinsic to the way that data is used.1 Simply including an ontology therefore

cannot guarantee that data is interpreted or used correctly, but it does provide

a mechanism for validation, ensuring data satisfies the constraints of the on-

tology and leads to correct deductions. It is also possible to validate ontologies

themselves, to ensure they are not contradictory.

3.3 Triplestores

Serialized formats such as RDF/XML are suitable for data exchange but are of

course not intended to be used as an internal format for live manipulation. A

triplestore is like a relational database for RDF: a repository for efficient storage

and retrieval of RDF data. They are frequently backed by a relational database

for persistent storage, and provide an API, query interface, or reasoning tools.

The proliferation of alternative software implementations of Semantic Web tools

is a beneficial consequence of its standards and data exchange driven design.

Applications are therefore free to choose software appropriate for their tech-

nical requirements, or develop their own versions as necessary. This software

ecosystem is likely to contribute to the growth of the Semantic Web. In the

case of triplestores there are notable differences in functionality between imple-

mentations rather than just compatibility. The following examples highlight the

differences in features between some alternative triplestore implementations.

• Redland is a simple triplestore and associated tools, comprising RDF pars-

ing and serializing, storage in a variety of backends, and query execution.[82]

As an early implementation which predated many current standards, it is

simple and portable but is designed to access triples individually, preclud-

ing many optimizations which can be found in other systems.
1This is the “symbol grounding problem”[81]. It is impossible to give an absolute definition

of the meaning of abstract data, in the same way as it is impossible for a dictionary to define

a word simply in terms of other words; definitions must rely on knowledge or experiences

external to the dictionary.
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Redland triples can optionally be annotated with a “context” URI: this

is outside the visible data model but is useful for triplestore maintenance

when merging data from many sources.

• 3Store is the University of Southampton’s triplestore developed for the

AKT project, which required storage and querying over a large body of

diverse metadata. It contains RDQL and SPARQL query interfaces with

some support for ontology based inference. Queries are executed by trans-

lating them into SQL statements to be interpreted by MySQL; thus they

can benefit from its internal optimizations such as index analysis[83].

• Jena is a Semantic Web framework for Java, including a triplestore im-

plementation, model API, and query interpreter. Its initial goal was to

provide an expressive RDF API which would be easy to use for Java

programmers.[84] Since then it has added support for new standards with

a focus on optimization.[85]

Jena’s database structure is optimized to retrieve statements efficiently by

reducing joins, and improve the performance of applications using reified

RDF statements. Its frontend includes RDFS and partial OWL inference

with an extensible reasoning engine.

• Sesame is another popular Java framework. Its focus is on integration

with RDF Schema at the API and storage layers.[86] Sesame’s database

structure is influenced by the RDF schema applicable to the data, which

optimizes queries involving inference but is dependent on the data model.

Querying support has concentrated on SeRQL, a custom language, but

SPARQL is now also included.

Different tasks will require different triplestore features. Run-time inference can

be avoided if the dataset does not change, by computing the inferred triples and

asserting them ahead of time. This may be significant where performance is a

factor. As the de facto standard RDF query language, SPARQL support is de-

sirable if the store is to be made queryable through the Web. Some applications

may make extensive use of reification to express statements about triples.

Later in this work Redland is used for experimentation, because of its context

support which simplified manipulating RDF data in bulk, combined with ease

of setup and software prototyping due to its well designed API and tools.
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3.3.1 Querying RDF

Query languages are an important supporting technology for RDF, which pro-

vide an abstract way for applications to access triplestores, above the level of

direct manipulation of statements through an API. They have a number of ben-

efits particularly relevant to the diverse reuse of distributed data which is the

core of the Semantic Web user experience.

• Query languages, when combined with a common protocol such as HTTP,

provide a standard way to access distributed RDF data. This supports the

goal of integrating data spread across the Web and simplifies access to the

data by users and developers.[87]

• A triplestore may be large or diverse, containing information which is

nothing to do with the requirements of the particular query. Transferring

a large amount of irrelevant or redundant RDF data could waste network

bandwidth, and also requires processing power on the client to parse and

query the data. Executing queries on a server with efficient access to the

store optimizes this process.

• A query language provides an abstraction between the storage and appli-

cation layers. It is simpler to write and modify a query, than to write a

program to find out the information by examining the triplestore directly.

This also permits the underlying triplestore implementation to change

without affecting tools which communicate with it. Another benefit is

that optimizations to the query engine can be aware of the triplestore’s

internal structure, and affect all the tools using it.

Many query languages exist, and newer languages are often designed to fix

deficiencies identified by users of older ones. A detailed comparison of languages

is not included here; a summary can be found in [88]. However, in response to

the proliferation of incompatible query languages, the W3C’s RDF Data Access

Working Group[89] analyzed the existing query languages, produced a list of

requirements, and developed the SPARQL standard to satisfy them.

3.3.2 SPARQL

SPARQL[87] is a W3C Recommendation and has become the predominant query

language for the Semantic Web. Its syntax is plain text (some other languages

use RDF or XML) and resembles SQL, the standard relational database query
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language, in common with earlier examples such as RDQL and RQL. A SPARQL

query is structured as a ‘query by example’, consisting of an outline which

matches a graph pattern, with placeholders for the requested elements. Data

can be returned as columns or as a constructed RDF graph. This example is

taken from [87]:

PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>

SELECT ?name ?mbox

WHERE

{ ?x foaf:name ?name .

?x foaf:mbox ?mbox }

name mbox

Johnny Lee Outlaw <mailto:jlow@example.com>

Peter Goodguy <mailto:peter@example.org>

The features of SPARQL include: numeric and string expressions, including

regular expressions; support for language and datatype specifications on literals;

named graphs, applying a query to a defined subset of a triplestore; and a concise

syntax for triples with common components. It also includes a standard HTTP-

based method for performing queries on remote datasets[90].

3.3.3 Trust

Despite the formalism and structure of data on the Semantic Web, it is still

an incremental progression from the Web as it exists today. It is built on the

same decentralized, uncontrolled, unreliable infrastructure leading to the same

flaws—and benefits. The barrier for participation on the Semantic Web is very

low, especially for existing Web based resources, and the freedom from control

allows user groups to define and evolve their own standards, for example domain

specific ontologies. However, it must be considered a hostile environment from

the point of view of obtaining trustworthy and reliable information. As with the

Web, resources can change or vanish without warning; but worse, there is scope

for automatic processing of third party assertions which could lead to accidental

or deliberate misinterpretation.

Just as a site can publish false accusations about a person, use incorrect key-

words to gain a higher search ranking, or mimic another site to trick users into

revealing personal data, it can be dangerous to make deductions based on un-

trusted statements of RDF. For example, a naive authentication system might
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be fooled by the assertion: <spectre:blofeld> <owl:sameAs> <mi5:bond>.

Metadata can defame or delude just as any other data can.

A significant aspect of this problem is that to a human, the data can seem

legitimate; the machine has been fooled by metadata which might not even

be displayed. With the potential power granted to Semantic Web agents to

make decisions on people’s behalf, the risks are possibly even greater than with

human-readable data. What if, in Berners-Lee’s familiar example[57], the agent

had booked and paid for a consultation with a fictitious medical care provider,

based on false metadata?

The ongoing research into trust on the Semantic Web is beyond the scope of

this thesis. However, it will become more important as the use of Semantic Web

technologies grows and diversifies that the issue is taken seriously.

3.4 Semantic Web systems for scientific communication

This section presents several systems which are relevant to the topic of scien-

tific communication and are built on Semantic Web technologies. The examples

in this section are intended to make a case for collaborative progress through

data sharing, standardization, and organizational support leading to effective

participation in the Semantic Web.

3.4.1 Annotea

Annotea[91] is a project to build an infrastructure to handle associations be-

tween Web content and metadata. Annotations were chosen as a simple subset

of metadata which is easily defined and implemented.

Annotea aims to be a general purpose annotation infrastructure including client

and server implementations. The focus is on designing an extensible, adaptable

framework based on open standards. The core of Annotea specifies the data

structure, format, and transfer protocol but leaving front- and backend detail

to implementors. This is an important design decision because it allows future

innovation in the way annotations are used, giving them the potential of any

other type of metadata. Annotea structures are expressed in RDF, and are based

on XPointer and XLink, which means it is capable of being combined with other

metadata directly and can be manipulated with general purpose XML tools. The

extensibility of RDF also allows new types of annotation to be easily defined

through inheritance.
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Figure 2: The RDF structure of an Annotea annotation.[91]

One of the major design considerations of Annotea is the distributed nature

of its annotations. Similarly to open hypermedia, annotations are stored apart

from the document they describe—this is made simple due to the power of RDF

as a base format. This means a user can store personal annotations locally, and

query author-provided or third party databases for more. Users read and modify

annotations on remote servers using standard HTTP requests, so access control

is handled using standard HTTP authentication methods.

A demonstration frontend was developed alongside the infrastructure, which is

part of the Amaya research browser released by the World Wide Web Consortium[92].

This implementation communicates with an example server developed using

Apache and MySQL. More recent efforts have added support for the Mozilla

browser and extended the annotation concept to collaborative bookmarking

and topic hierarchy generation[93].

Annotea represents an early adoption of the ideas and technologies which make

up the Semantic Web. As such its relevance is primarily as an example of an

integrated Semantic Web system; its design is simple but would be unlikely

to handle a large scale deployment due to issues of scalability, provenance, and

expressiveness. First of all, as in open hypermedia the database of annotations is

distributed; while this has the advantage of supporting third party annotations,

it means that there needs to be a mechanism for locating annotations on the

current document. Their implementation submits each URL to every potential

annotation server, via a simple HTTP request or RDF query language gateway,

requiring a large number of queries as the scope of each server is unlimited, and

also exposing the user to privacy issues. Their ontology defines the relationships

between content and annotations, and can be extended to supporter a wider

set of metadata, however by transferring them using a custom encapsulation

in the Annotea protocol it does not completely treat an annotation as a first
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class resource. The system also does not consider the impact of malicious use;

there is no way to authenticate annotation users or prevent vandalism. The

simplicity of its design means that it is a valuable demonstration of its concept,

but unsuitable for real deployment.

The issues inherent in the distributed nature of Annotea suggest that the most

useful future Semantic Web systems will have a cooperative element to their

design and implementation—in the sense that users providing Web content can

intentionally encourage third party integration. This will be particularly evi-

dent in the repository field as data quality and dissemination are particularly

important.

Researchers could use annotations to comment on each other’s work, with the

thread of discourse modelled through the structure of the underlying RDF data.

This is an example of an improved method of scientific communication which

is dependent on the online medium and the distributed nature of the Semantic

Web.

3.4.2 ScholOnto

An important part of the research process is evaluating new information in rela-

tion to existing knowledge. This includes identifying the new ideas put forward

in a paper, characterising how these relate to existing ideas, and whether they

represent a significant contribution to the field. This process of evaluation will

give rise to discussion among researchers, which could be anything from personal

annotation, informal discussion groups or formal peer review, and is facilitated

in part by initiatives for online archiving.

Relationships between ideas effectively form hyperlinks between papers. These

semantic links are at a higher level than simple citation links, in that they also

have associated information about why the link exists. The ScholOnto system

makes these links explicit, with metadata associated with each paper describing

the ideas and their relationships. This is achieved using an ontology represent-

ing scholarly contributions and discourse, and a system to allow annotation of

research material[94].

The ScholOnto ontology aims to represent claims about a document’s accuracy,

relationships, and significance. Unlike many ontologies the focus is on managing

metaknowledge, not knowledge itself. All fields of research will by definition be

dynamic, requiring updates to an ontology which attempts to describe them;
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however, the process of research and discourse remains largely consistent. The

ontology is not intended as a replacement for the text it describes, but as a

summary which can be interpreted as an aid to the researcher.

The approach taken by ScholOnto superficially resembles Textnet[13], which

was a hypermedia system with a similar taxonomy of link types. The differences

between these systems are in the granularity of the data structure and the way

a user is expected to interact with it. Textnet provided complex hyperstructure

and was intended to be a new mode of authorship; the details of an argument

were expressed in the hyperstructure as well as the text itself. ScholOnto is less

ambitious in the change in working practice it expects from authors, observing

that the complexity of a detailed link taxonomy can overwhelm users; as such

the formal metadata only provides a summary of the concepts in the paper

to assist in discovery and is not intended to be a substitute for the text. This

requires less commitment from the author and can be more simply applied to

existing works; it also benefits from compatibility with Semantic Web tools.

Once described in this form these connections can be analysed, which allows

highly expressive queries to be made easily. Some examples are “find papers

which extend this idea”, “find examples of this method in another domain”,

or “find criticisms of the foundation of this technique”. Previously this kind

of searching would require great expertise and would be impossible to perform

automatically. This also facilitates automatic reasoning about connections by

software agents.

Linking concepts in this way forms a natural layer above traditional hypertext

linking, where documents are replaced with ideas or concepts. Many of the same

analysis techniques can be extended to this space: instead of authority docu-

ments, there are widely accepted theories; instead of communities of practice,

there are “perspectives”—schools of thought. Advances in the field of standard

hypertext analysis would benefit this type of linking, and vice versa; these se-

mantic links could be used to augment or provide a base for other link discovery

systems.

The stumbling block in this effort to formalize the substance of academic dis-

course is that users are required to organize their thoughts and ideas into an

artificial structure. The reader must build statements rigidly defining their view

of the concepts in the document and how they relate to each other and related

work, based on their indistinct mental model. Since developing the ontology

work in this project has moved towards knowledge extraction techniques such

as natural language processing, and designing user interfaces to assist in collect-
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Figure 3: The relationships modelled in ScholOnto between concepts of academic

discourse.[95]

ing this type of data.[96, 95] User evaluation revealed that dealing with formal

representations of concepts and relations was problematic; more recent user in-

terface experiments have attempted to abstract this behind a tagging system or

provide a visual representation.[97]

Compared to Annotea, ScholOnto operates at a higher conceptual level. While

Annotea’s ontology describes the relationships between annotations, it stops

short of trying to describe the meaning of the content; the body of an anno-

tation is generally human-readable formatted text. Annotea can therefore hide

the details of its internal structure behind a simple user interface to create the

different types of annotation, whereas a ScholOnto user must be aware of the

structure of their model as they are directly constructing it. The lesson here is

that users will engage more readily with a system which hides the complexities

of the underlying data, and presents them with a free text or multiple choice

interface. To enhance repositories with Semantic Web technologies it is there-

fore desirable to keep the formal definitions in the domain of expert knowledge

engineers, and permit the user to interact at a more natural level.
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3.4.3 Magpie

Magpie[98] is a system which aims to overlay knowledge from the Semantic

Web onto a user’s Web browsing, to provide them with contextual information

and supporting services with the minimum of effort for the user. It resembles a

citation linking system except that it includes links between arbitrary concepts,

such as people and research projects, extracted from ontologies selected by the

user. As a semantic link and data browsing engine Magpie can be compared

to KIM[99], which focuses on natural language extraction techniques with a

similar user interface, and WiCK[100] which implements similar data awareness

features in the office/document space.

The user interface uses browser integration to mark keywords detected in a Web

page which correspond to concepts in the ontology. This process is similar to the

open hypermedia links provided by the DLS[31] and COHSE[32] but is rather

intended to provide supporting knowledge awareness rather than hypertext link-

ing, and is thus more related to the Semantic Web than to hypermedia; Magpie

focuses on data rather than documents. As well as linking connected concepts

Magpie informs users when another user is viewing related data, and facilti-

ates communication between them. Like other systems discussed here, Magpie

aims to hide the details of the Semantic Web data model and support natural

interaction. A notable interface is the trigger mechanism, which monitors the

entities associated with the user’s browsing activity and proactively identifies

related resources.

While Magpie is a general purpose system for working with semantic data, it

relies on text extraction techniques which are highly specific to the domain of

the ontology chosen. It is therefore arguable that its key benefits could be imple-

mented in a more cooperative way, requiring integration with the appropriate

sites but thereby making the information more valuable in general. For example,

the problems of trust and privacy exist here as in other systems, which would

be exacerbated by the push model of notifications outside a controlled environ-

ment. This mode also depends on two way communication between the browser

and dispatcher components. A cooperative approach could use page annotation

with appropriate ontologies, with a separate notification framework based on

RSS, increasing bandwidth and processing requirements but giving the client

control over information flow.

Magpie has a flexible architecture for associating information with search and

collaboration services, so a site driven approach with a pull model could be
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added. A repository could be an ideal centre around which to build a commu-

nity of collaboration, but a structure centralized around the repository would

be more appropriate as it would have access to the internal data structures,

and could therefore more accurately and logically annotate each page with con-

cepts. Given the effort already invested in creating and maintaining a repository,

making use of the formally structured metadata is likely to yield more useful

results than a generalized keyword matching engine. Narrowing down the scope

of keyword matching is the method used by COHSE to produce better targetted

links, but this aspect of keyword matching is a manual process driven by the

user in Magpie. The authors argue in [101] that semantic links between keywords

and concepts could make an area of knowledge more accessible to newcomers.

However in academic publishing this goal may be better served by more refined

relationships inherent in the citation and community of practice structures. An

example of this is WiCK’s awareness of document context (the domain is filling

in specific structured forms for research funding) where acting on a link from a

particular section of a document to an entity pulls in data appropriate to that

section.

3.4.4 CS AKTive Space

CS AKTive Space is a Semantic Web application which allows users to explore a

database about Computer Science research in the UK[42]. The system combines

data storage and querying, knowledge acquisition, ontology development, and

interaction. It is part of the AKT project at Southampton, which aims to apply

knowledge management techniques to make best use of data on the Web.

CS AKTive Space consists of a triplestore, 3store, which provides storage and

querying in RDQL. Alongside are tools to maintain and manipulate the triple-

store: these include Armadillo[102], a search service which uses existing knowl-

edge as an aid to searching the Web for more information, which is then added

to the triplestore; Ontocopi[103], a Community of Practice analysis tool to al-

low users to search for people in the same research community; and harvesting

tools which keep the repository up to date based on Web sources. On top of

everything is a user interface layer which allows exploration of the data guided

by its semantics; including a node centric browser and mSpace[41], a column

based flexible searching/browsing tool.

The data is formally described by the AKT Reference Ontology[104], which

includes both the central concepts (people, publications, photos, institutions,
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and so on) and a full formal description of their properties in OWL for verifica-

tion and extension. The effort involved in producing and applying this ontology

makes the stored data more suitable for third party reuse, including the possi-

bility of fully automatic processing via ontology mapping. Most of the data in

CS AKTive Space was imported from many heterogeneous sources and trans-

lated to the AKT ontology using dedicated tools, though the more desirable

model would be to have updates pushed from the source in a standard form.

As part of the import process both manual and automatic coreference handling

was required.

The user interface for CS AKTive Space is based on direct exploration of the

data. While the details of RDF syntax is hidden, and identifiers are replaced

by labels where they are available, navigation follows the structure of the RDF

graph from a node to its related resources. The mSpace interface provides an

interactive exploration interface, but it is also closely tied to the properties

directly associated with the target resource. Therefore, the ontology must ex-

plicitly model the relationships likely to be of interest to users. This is generally

true in CS AKTive Space but may not be for all Semantic Web systems; an

example from CS AKTive Space is the Ontocopi Community of Practice analy-

sis tool, which queries the RDF to discover relationships which are not asserted

explicitly. The only other user-accessible interface which can search for indirect

relationships is the RDQL engine.

CS AKTive Space demonstrates the value of a rich collection of Semantic Web

data, and highlights the importance of a good user interface and knowledge

management techniques. The effort required to produce such a collection was

substantial, partly because most of the primary data sources were in custom for-

mats and needed to be processed and integrated with manual intervention. Were

this data, already collected by various authorities for internal use, published in

a standard machine-readable format as a matter of course it would be simple

to build aggregation services which add value to data in this way. Open Access

and the OAI (discussed later) support this idea for publications, but the user

interaction in CS AKTive Space shows that easier access to other related data

would further improve this by supporting browsing and searching. An effort to

publish such data by publishers, conference organizers, institutions, and other

related organizations could benefit all parties; an example is the publication in

RDF of metadata from the International Semantic Web Conference[105], and

the tools which were developed to interact with it such as Flink[106].
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3.4.5 SIMILE

SIMILE is an MIT project aiming to apply the Semantic Web to improve inter-

operability between collections of digital data. Specifically the project focuses

on the DSpace repository software[107] (discussed later) and a set of RDF explo-

ration and visualization tools. Several notable tools have emerged from MIT’s

work in this area[40]:

• Fresnel[43], an ontology for displaying RDF. The ontology defines “lenses”,

which for each data type describe the style features and associated prop-

erties which should be displayed. Fresnel is intended to be used by RDF

visualizers to provide a consistent rendering of data in different systems.

• Welkin[108], a graph visualizer for model builders and analysts to examine

the structure and characteristics of the dataset. It provides an overview of

the ontologies and predicates commonly used, the degree of connectivity,

and the density of the graph.

• Longwell[109], a generic faceted browser for end-user exploration of RDF

data. Faceted navigation is the process of narrowing down a search by spec-

ifying the values of several separate properties; as opposed to hierarchical

browsing, the properties are independent. Longwell resembles mSpace su-

perficially but has a different interaction model; mSpace focuses on the

flexibility of user rearranging columns, multiple selections, and highlight-

ing for interactive exploration; Longwell uses predefined facets and con-

centrates on efficiency and interoperability.

• Piggy Bank[110], a user interface for aggregating and browsing data gath-

ered from the Web. Using screen scraping templates it can generate RDF

from structured HTML, which users can combine to make “mashups”

which repurpose the data. Therefore the data can be explored outside the

domains specified by the website which provided it, and through different

visualization methods such as maps.

• Haystack[111], a related project for managing personal information with

an RDF backend, which can be considered a Semantic Web browser.

Haystack exploits the universal data model provided by RDF to build

a single information client which can integrate all the different pieces of

data normally managed by separate tools: email, calendar, photo album,

and publications are all examples.
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Overall SIMILE focuses on RDF as a universal data type. The tools developed

manipulate RDF directly, using it as the internal storage format and providing

display, processing, and query features. This approach is clearly appropriate for

the consumer of heterogeneous Semantic Web data, as in the use case for Piggy

Bank; but when applied to producers and archivers of predictably structured

data where efficiency may be a greater concern, RDF may only be suitable as

a data interchange format with traditional relational databases used internally.

The Sesame triplestore bridges this gap by using an RDF schema to define the

structure of a relational database, but this is achieved by sacrificing the ability

to store arbitrary RDF data. Note that DSpace uses an optimized structure

internally despite being a focus of the SIMILE effort (as does EPrints); also

the mSpace project had to move from RDF-based storage to a traditional in-

dexed RDBMS to provide acceptable interactive performance with a large data

set[112].

3.4.6 Tabulator

The Tabulator[39] is a generic browser for the Semantic Web, which integrated

with a Web browser allows distributed exploration of the global RDF graph in a

tree or a variety of domain independent visualizations. Compared to other RDF

browsers it aims to provide a rich user interface but avoid being tied to a closed

data set and domain, and so provide a resource-centric view of the linked data of

the Semantic Web. It specifically concentrates pragmatically on the distributed

nature of the data, attempting to resolve any URIs requested by the user or

which might contain an ontology or further information, and also parsing the

headers of HTML documents discovered for links to alternative RDF versions.

Intended as an open ended experiment, the Tabulator provides a useful service

for a technical audience of Semantic Web developers and computer experts. It

usefully investigates the problem of browsing a potentially unbounded graph

and demonstrates the benefits of RDF as a universal data format. In particu-

lar it highlights the difficulty in discovering relevant RDF data; the mechanisms

used by the Tabulator work well but rely on following explicit links in the source

data, and as such are largely in the control of the original source. As a general,

universal RDF browser the Tabulator user interface is admittedly inferior to

domain specific browsing systems where they are appropriate; suggested solu-

tions are integration between domain and generic systems and user interface

ontologies such as Fresnel.
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This is another example of how cooperation is an essential feature of a success-

ful large scale Semantic Web. Standards and policies which assist in locating

and describing related resources can support both generic and domain specific

browsing tools. For example a future Tabulator could take advantage of the

W3C’s standard remote SPARQL query protocol[90] if it were adopted by a

critical mass of data providers, allowing a larger or more relevant set of related

data to be obtained.

3.5 Searching the Semantic Web

How will the Semantic Web be searched? This is really two related questions,

as Semantic Web data can have a dual purpose. It can be metadata describing

a resource which the user wishes to find, in which case a search engine could

conceivably use this data to refine its search algorithm by resolving ambiguity

or as an alternative to text-based keyword extraction. Data can also be itself

the target of the search, as the machine accessible nature of the Web develops.

This is in line with Berners-Lee’s idea of an agent system but could also be

accomplished with a traditional search engine.

People discover material on the Web through three mechanisms: direct naviga-

tion to a page by entering its URL, browsing by following hyperlinks from other

known resources, and searching an index using a search engine. In the first case

the URL might be seen in advertising or recommended by a friend, and in the

second by reading a hyperstructured document or catalogue, or looking up a

citation. Both of these techniques require bootstrapping; to find a new resource

a related one must already be known. Searching is different, as it only requires

knowledge of the characteristics of the desired resource, usually keywords.

Web search engines use a variety of mechanisms to find new pages and include

them in search results. Pages can be submitted manually or discovered by fol-

lowing a hyperlink from an existing page. Keywords to describe each page may

be taken from the text of the document, incoming and outgoing links, or meta-

data in headers. The quality of each page is determined with an algorithm based

on these characteristics and ranked to present to the user.

In restricted domains smaller scale search tools can be used which can be more

expressive, such as a library catalogue, e-commerce site, or corporate database.

Knowledge of the domain can allow the user to refine their search by specifying

metadata fields more precisely or appropriately limiting the range of the data

set. Examples include searching a library for books about Charles Darwin, by
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filling in the title field, rather than books by Charles Darwin which would also

appear in a general Web search; limiting a personnel database search to only

include full-time staff, where the underlying database holds this information; or

looking for the novel rather than the film of “Sense and Sensibility” on an online

shop. Even choosing to use a site’s search rather than a general Web search is

a useful restriction; a result guarantees that the item is sold by that retailer, or

available in that library. The key aspect of these searches is that they operate

based on knowledge of the internal structure of the data, and so are by definition

more expressive than a pure keyword search.

Of course the data returned by these restricted searches, if public, could be

found by carefully choosing keywords in a general search; but this approach has

drawbacks. The right keywords must appear in the target page, so vocabulary

and language differences might prevent the page being found. On the other hand,

there may be no appropriate keyword which limits the result to what the user

wants, as the words might be commonly found on many unrelated pages. Also

the lack of formality requires a human with experience in using search engines

to select keywords to come up with results quickly and reliably.

The Semantic Web promises to extend the power of these specific searches to

the whole Web. Whether searching the Semantic Web is based on active agents

or passive spidering, the key is to publish and standardize the data. For actively

interrogating a database, SPARQL or another language can be accessed through

an HTTP interface, and raw RDF can be integrated with the human-readable

content or provided for bulk indexing. Both approaches can be supported, and

as the data appears the tools will arise to search it, as occurred with the Open

Archives Initiative protocol.

3.6 Summary

The Semantic Web is a primarily machine-readable layer of linked data which

integrates with the current Web. Its aim is to encourage automatic processing

of Web data for the benefit of users.

Like the current Web, the Semantic Web is likely to be an anarchic, unreliable,

hostile environment for services attempting to gather useful data. However, the

success of search engines demonstrates that is possible to analyze such data and

its connections and making a judgement about its value. By openly publishing

data, defining its structure with an ontology, using standard definitions where
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appropriate, and cooperating with others, services can encourage this process

and provide a more accessible and higher quality information resource.

Semantic Web technologies are suitable for modelling and interacting with all

types of data, but technical, management, and usability issues may mean a

specified data model may be more appropriate for clearly definable systems.

Despite this, the Semantic Web can provide interoperability and extensibility

for such systems, particularly to encourage data reuse.

The examples in this chapter suggest that complex user interfaces are only ap-

propriate for technical users. In non-technical settings RDF data should be used

to enhance the user experience behind the scenes, but not be viewed directly.

Where it is desirable for information to be shared, the Semantic Web provides

an efficient mechanism. Repositories of academic material are an example of a

situation where this is appropriate, as they store linked, structured data which

is disseminated as a matter of principle, according to the idea that efficient

dissemination of research leads to greater value. Therefore the technologies of

the Semantic Web should be adopted within repositories, with explicit awareness

of standards and the needs of the wider community, to facilitate better scientific

communication.
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4 Repositories

Repositories form the central point in this work, around which the technology

of the Semantic Web is applied for the benefit of scientific communication. This

section will describe the role of repositories in academic dissemination, reposi-

tory server software (focusing on EPrints, the server developed at the University

of Southampton), and the technical and organizational issues which are signifi-

cant.

4.1 What are repositories?

The term “repository” does not simply mean one of the software tools discussed

later. A repository is also a social construct: a commitment on the part of an

organization to collect, manage, and disseminate digital materials. It is also

intimately connected with the community of users which surround it.

Crow presents a brief definition, that institutional repositories are:

[. . . ] digital collections capturing and preserving the intellectual out-

put of a single or multi-university community.[113]

Crow’s position paper advocates repositories as a new mechanism for schol-

arly communication which is more accessible and provides economic benefits

to institutions, escaping the domination of the commercial interests of journal

publishers. In this scheme repositories are the primary method of dissemination

in the first instance, with review and publicity the responsibility of third party

services and the institution. Hence Crow’s definition also highlights interoper-

ability and the publicity benefits for the institution:

Stated broadly, a digital institutional repository could be any collec-

tion of digital material hosted, owned or controlled, or disseminated

by a college or university, irrespective of purpose or provenance.

Here, however, we will narrow our definition to focus on a particu-

lar type of institutional repository—one capable of supporting two

complementary purposes: as a component in a restructured schol-

arly publishing model, and as a tangible embodiment of institutional

quality.

Defined for our purposes then, an institutional repository is a digital

archive of the intellectual product created by the faculty, research
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staff, and students of an institution and accessible to end users both

within and outside of the institution, with few if any barriers to

access. In other words, the content of an institutional repository is:

• Institutionally defined;

• Scholarly;

• Cumulative and perpetual; and

• Open and interoperable.[113]

Lynch’s interpretation has repositories in a supplementary role to existing com-

munication methods, with a greater focus on long term preservation and the

broader organizational commitment required to maintain a repository. He de-

fines a university institutional repository as:

[. . . ]a set of services that a university offers to the members of its

community for the management and dissemination of digital materi-

als created by the institution and its community members. It is most

essentially an organizational commitment to the stewardship of these

digital materials, including long-term preservation where appropri-

ate, as well as organization and access or distribution. [. . . ] At any

given point in time, an institutional repository will be supported by

a set of information technologies, but a key part of the services that

comprise an institutional repository is the management of techno-

logical changes, and the migration of digital content from one set of

technologies to the next as part of the organizational commitment

to providing repository services. An institutional repository is not

simply a fixed set of software and hardware.[114]

He argues that “scholarship has become data intensive”; and as the institution

is in the position to be most sensitive to the needs of its faculty, institutional

repositories should preserve whatever supplementary data and tools are pro-

duced alongside the published material. This is required due to the importance

of long term preservation to scholarship in general:

Preservability is an essential prerequisite to any claims to scholarly

legitimacy for authoring in the new medium; without being able

to claim such works are a permanent part of the scholarly record,

it’s very hard to argue that they not only deserve but demand full

consideration as contributions to scholarship.[114]
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Lynch also emphasises the distinction between scholarly publishing and scholarly

dissemination. In his view a repository is not intended to replace traditional

publication methods in the short term, but to open new avenues of scholarly

communication alongside. For example:

Institutional repositories also have roles beyond disseminating and

managing the works of individual scholars that are part of the di-

alog of scholarly communications[. . . ] to digitally capture and pre-

serve the many of the events of campus life–symposia, performances,

lectures. Institutional repositories offer a framework for organized

stewardship and accessibility of these materials.[114]

Lynch and Crow both concentrate on university-managed repositories, but oth-

ers are also of interest. Lynch sees disciplinary repositories as building upon

existing institutional infrastructure using harvesting protocols, to simplify the

process for submitters. Crow points out that discipline specific repositories do

not benefit from the stability inherent in an established institution, and have

been most successful in fields where there is existing practice of preprint com-

munication, such as cognitive science[115], economics[116], and physics[117].

To summarize, for an institution a repository is a way to take responsibility

for its own research output. It ensures that work is always accessible and never

lost, and that the potential impact of the research is maximized by ensuring its

accessibility.

The Open Archival Information System (OAIS) reference model[118] is a formal

description of the process of long-term preservation of material in an archive,

and is applicable to institutional repositories. It is an abstract model and set of

terminology[119] which can be used to describe the components of a repos-

itory and ensure it satisfies institutional needs for ingest, preservation, and

dissemination[120].

4.2 Academic publishing

How does submitting work to a repository relate to the traditional mechanism

of formal scientific communication: publishing in a journal?

A journal provides several services, including dissemination, peer review, and

content control. Physical dissemination has been made less significant, or even

redundant, by the ubiquity of online distribution; however aspects of this service
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are still relevant. Peer review aims to ensure that the article is scientifically

sound and of high quality by subjecting the work to the scrutiny of experts in

the field for anonymous criticism. Editorial oversight ensures that articles have

a consistent style and contain clear language and graphics. Journals also provide

other types of quality control, for instance by accepting only articles in a defined

field so researchers need only read the journals which are appropriate to them.

Since the World Wide Web journals have moved online, but in general retain

the structure and format of the paper version. Though the expense of printing

and distributing the paper copy has been removed, institutions must generally

still pay a subscription to be granted online access to the journal’s content;

as this is how the journal’s services, including peer review, are funded. This is

paradoxical as authors’ aim is for their research to have the greatest impact, but

restricting access only to subscribers will permit only subscribers to be influ-

enced by the article. Harnad humorously explores the paradox in this situation

in [121]; apparently to protect an author’s interests, universal access to their

work is prohibited by the journal who holds the copyright, leading to limited

impact and reduced success as a researcher.

Harnad considers[122] peer review to be the critical component of academic

communication, serving to highlight the best research by ensuring its accuracy

and selecting it for the most prestigious journals; he makes the distinction be-

tween the service of peer review and the additional products offered by journals,

which are optional extras from the point of view of authors and readers.

It is worth noting however that the peer review process is not a magic bullet.

It can suffer from bias and conflicts of interest, and is ultimately vulnerable

to human error. A reviewed paper could be discredited by future research, or

contain subtle mistakes or deliberate fraud. Despite this, it is still considered a

vital part of scientific discourse[122, 123].

In an alternative funding scenario, the cost of organizing peer review could be

met by the author’s institution, paid for out of the savings in journal subscriptions[121],

with publishers scaled down to become primarily organizers of peer review and

selectors of content. On the other hand, Morris argues that the journal sub-

mission process maintains quality standards, and the “branding” of a journal

publicises and places research in context, benefitting authors and readers[124].

Her position is that in the event of a large scale shift towards self-archiving in

author behaviour publishers may need to adapt to survive, but that the services

they provide besides peer review are of value to the academic community and

should be preserved[125].
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4.2.1 Open Access

Given that the marginal cost of online dissemination of research is minimal, the

high charges and restrictions that journals impose for access have become harder

to justify. The Open Access movement is an effort to remove these constraints,

allowing access to scholarly works to be available to all potential readers. A

formal statement of this aim arose in the Budapest Open Access Initiative:

An old tradition and a new technology have converged to make pos-

sible an unprecedented public good. The old tradition is the willing-

ness of scientists and scholars to publish the fruits of their research

in scholarly journals without payment, for the sake of inquiry and

knowledge. The new technology is the internet. The public good

they make possible is the world-wide electronic distribution of the

peer-reviewed journal literature and completely free and unrestricted

access to it by all scientists, scholars, teachers, students, and other

curious minds. Removing access barriers to this literature will accel-

erate research, enrich education, share the learning of the rich with

the poor and the poor with the rich, make this literature as useful as

it can be, and lay the foundation for uniting humanity in a common

intellectual conversation and quest for knowledge.[126]

As journals frequently require copyright to be assigned to them by the author

as part of the publication agreement, initially it would seem that they are in a

position to prevent authors archiving their own works. However, Harnad identi-

fies two mechanisms which provide free Open Access to every reader: the “gold

road” and “green road”. In the former case, the journal grants free access to its

material and adopts an alternative funding model; in the latter, authors archive

the preprint, over which they retain copyright, and subsequently publish cor-

rections after the work has been peer reviewed, self-archiving in an institutional

repository. The BOAI advocates both self-archiving and publishing in open ac-

cess journals as complementary routes to the goal of Open Access.

Harnad’s vision of Open Access to research material through self-archiving was

a driving force behind the development of institutional repository software, and

the Open Archives Initiative promoting interoperability and standards. As such

this work focuses on Open Access research material. However, technology which

improves access to such material can also be of benefit to restricted subscription-

only material, provided that the appropriate metadata is available.
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4.3 OAI

The Open Archives Initiative is an effort to promote cooperation among digital

archives of scholarly works. This aim is achieved through defining standard spec-

ifications for data exchange, supporting interoperability and the development of

added value third party services.

The OAI emerged from an exploratory meeting in Santa Fe[127], sparked by the

growth in eprint archives and the implications this had on the process of schol-

arly communication. At the time the earliest examples of successful archives,

such as arXiv and CogPrints, were demonstrating that an alternative model

to formally published journals could be viable and take advantage of the Web,

grant freedom to authors, and solve the shortcomings of the peer review process.

The key technical development after the Santa Fe meeting was the Proto-

col for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH[128]), which is an important inter-

operability mechanism for several of the tools which work with repositories.

The use of a common protocol simplifies the construction of services based on

data from multiple archives, by allowing the metadata to be harvested and

processed centrally[129]. For example, OAIster[130], CiteSeer[131], and Google

Scholar[132] (until recently) use OAI-PMH to provide metadata search services

in this way, and CiteBase[133] harvests the full text and parses citations for

linking and analysis.

4.3.1 OAI-PMH

Designed to be generic, simple, and easy to implement, OAI-PMH provides a

standard way to harvest metadata records from a repository, as well as obtain

basic information and supported metadata types[134]. The protocol is HTTP-

based, using a common URL with a parameter to select the type of request.

Notable features are: extensible metadata schemas, but with mandatory Dublin

Core for base level interoperability; timestamps on metadata updates to sup-

port incremental harvesting only of changed content; hierarchical sets to permit

harvesting of defined subsets; and a worldwide identifier scheme in the oai:

URI namespace, to support a central resolution service.

An OAI record is an XML document with a standard header, metadata payload,

and metadata about that metadata, such as rights information. The protocol

defines the following “verbs”:
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Identify Obtains basic information about the repository and its level of support

for OAI-PMH.

ListMetadataFormats Lists the metadata schemas which are supported by

the repository, or which are available for a particular item. Each schema

has a namespace URI and a prefix, which is used to select the desired type

when requesting metadata.

ListSets Lists the named groups of records available for selective harvesting.

These are defined by the repository to represent meaningful subsets, such

as collections or records of a particular type. Each set has a Dublin Core

record describing its meaning.

GetRecord Obtains an individual record in a particular metadata schema.

ListRecords Obtains a group of records by named set or date range, and

metadata type.

ListIdentifiers Obtains a list of record headers without metadata.

To facilitate harvesting large datasets over HTTP, which is stateless, the proto-

col provides resumption tokens as temporary identifiers for an ongoing session.

Each individual HTTP response returns a limited batch of records; a request

with a resumption token will return the next batch.

4.3.2 OAI-ORE

More recently the OAI has developed a protocol to exchange complex digital

objects. OAI-ORE (Object Reuse and Exchange)[135] provides a similar inter-

operability mechanism for objects as OAI-PMH provides for their metadata.

ORE models aggregations, where an object is made up of component parts, each

of which has a URI. The aggregation object defines the relationship between

each of the components. An ORE Resource Map contains an aggregation object

and its metadata, represented in RDF/XML or the Atom syndication format. A

typical usage of ORE would be to represent a compound object, such as an eprint

made up of multiple documents, for data exchange with another repository. The

Resource Map can differentiate between an eprint with multiple renderings of

the same content, and one with multiple related materials combined.

ORE is not a replacement for PMH. Resource Maps can be transferred over

simple HTTP requests or a batch transfer protocol such as PMH.
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4.4 Repository software

The earliest Open Access repository, arXiv[117], and other early archives used

custom software. However, it was concluded at the second OAI meeting that

a generic repository solution was necessary to promote the creation of such

archives[136]. The first version of EPrints was produced to satisfy this need.

Since then EPrints has been enhanced and other repository systems have been

developed. They will be briefly examined here; a more thorough technical eval-

uation is available in [137].

4.4.1 EPrints

EPrints[138] is the institutional repository software developed at the University

of Southampton to promote the OAI protocol. It provides a database of sub-

mitted documents with descriptive metadata and full text, accessible through a

Web interface for browsing and searching, submitting new material, and admin-

istration. Available for Unix and Windows platforms, it is free software written

in Perl and driven by Apache and MySQL.

The software was created to fill the need for a simple way to set up an OAI-

compliant repository, based on the success of CogPrints[115], a repository of

self-archived papers modelled on arXiv[139] which demonstrates the potential of

Open Access. It was extended to to support customization for the dissemination

of research in general and the use of OAI-PMH for interoperability.

4.4.2 DSpace

DSpace[107] is a digital library server created by a joint MIT and HP project.

Though generally similar to EPrints it has significant technical and administra-

tive differences. It is presented as an organization-wide information management

solution with a broader scope to EPrints, requiring more significant planning

and initial investment but focused on organized collections and preservation

rather than immediate access and rapid deployment. It is written in Java and

based on Apache Tomcat and JSP, with PostgreSQL or Oracle backends.

Notable features of DSpace include organization of objects into collections with

different submission workflows, an integrated database but separate interfaces

for different organization units, OAI-PMH support and syndication with RSS,
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and integration with the Handle System[140] to assign a permanent identifier

to each object and collection.

4.4.3 Fedora

Fedora[141, 142] is a storage and retrieval system based on Web Services tech-

nology which can be used as the backend for a repository. It models data and

metadata streams with associated behaviour objects but relies on external mod-

ules to provide a user interface. The core component provides an object model,

relationships between objects and data streams, and preservation.

Fedora is notable for its scalability and modular architecture. It is designed to

have broad applications in general archiving of digital objects and connect to

diverse external systems through Web Services, potentially providing a common

information layer for a heterogeneous environment.

4.4.4 Comparison

From the point of view of hosting an institutional repository, these systems

all have a broadly similar purpose. Their main differences are technical, such

as the choice of programming language, and the assumptions made about an

archive’s typical configuration which stem from their origins. EPrints was writ-

ten to kick-start the use of OAI-PMH, and was initially intended to be run by

individual departments or research groups similarly to CogPrints. DSpace had

a broader goal of managing an entire organization’s output, which was typically

the domain of libraries; it therefore has structure and metadata taken from a

typical library scenario. Fedora is even more abstract and was designed as a

generic information retrieval system, focusing on scalability but requiring front

end integration by the user. Despite these differences, any of them would have

been suitable as a platform for Semantic Web development as the code for each

is available and could be extended.

Both Fedora and DSpace default to Dublin Core basic metadata. Dublin Core

was created to be a ubiquitous metadata scheme on the Web which would be

simple and applicable to describing any type of data[143]. However, it suffers

from broad semantics which can mean the meaning of a particular Dublin Core

property is variable and dependent on context. EPrints, by pushing for Open

Access, is designed to capture whatever metadata is appropriate to make it a

suitable repository for any type of content by default. Based on the idea that the
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user’s needs cannot be reliably anticipated, it includes a broad default scheme

with many non-Dublin Core optional fields, while also making it easy to add

new fields. A drawback of this approach for interoperability is that the OAI-

PMH interface must be updated to map internal fields to Dublin Core, or else

use a non-standard schema or omit those fields.

OAI-PMH provides an interoperability infrastructure which is common to each

of these repositories. Thus to a certain extent they are interchangeable from the

point of view of an end user or an aggregation service, as each can store the

basic set of Dublin Core metadata, and this is the foundation for services such

as OAIster[130] and Citebase[133].

My work with repositories focuses on EPrints primarily because it is developed

at Southampton, which meant technical assistance was readily available when

necessary. It is also the software used to host archives for the university and the

School of Electronics and Computer Science, which provided a source of data

for experimentation. However, the fact that EPrints is particularly designed to

support Open Access[136] also makes it suitable for experimenting with the

technology of the Semantic Web:

• A guiding principle of the software design is that it is impossible to an-

ticipate the needs of all users. Therefore the Perl source code is written

so it can be easily modified to support new features. This is particularly

true of EPrints 3, which has a plugin framework for certain types of fea-

tures including strong support for converting between input and output

formats.

• EPrints is designed to have customizable metadata. While a default meta-

data scheme exists, it is not restricted to a standardized set such as Dublin

Core or MARC, and new fields can be added easily by the administrator.

This allows the metadata to be restructured to support identifiers; this is

discussed in the next chapter.

• EPrints separates the concepts of a record and the documents it contains.

A record is an abstract work, such as an article, and its metadata contains

fields such as the author and publisher; documents are files or groups of

files which are expressions of that work, with metadata about the file for-

mat and its relationship to the overall record. This feature can be used to

store multiple formats of the same content, or separate but related content

such as the data supporting a scientific paper. Each of these structures has
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its own identity and can be given different metadata, either inside EPrints

or in the Semantic Web.

• Metadata fields can be structured, with separate subcomponents. This

feature can be used to associate a machine-readable identifier with a value.

In EPrints 2, personal name fields as a special case were associated with

an ID field, which could be used to unambiguously relate the name to an

external source such as a staff database. EPrints 3 extends this concept

to any field by supporting arbitrarily structured fields.

In the OAIS model[118], the EPrints software is a component in the Ingest,

Archival Storage, Data Management, and Access functions of an archive. Its

Web front end interactively accepts and validates a Submission Information

Package; data can also be imported programmatically. The Archival Informa-

tion Package produced is stored on disk, with the associated Descriptive Infor-

mation in a MySQL database. Archival Storage, reliable preservation of stored

data, is provided through the operating system, backup procedures, and institu-

tional policy. Data Management is the storage and handling of the Descriptive

Information (metadata) and consists of the EPrints back end API and scripts.

Access to the stored data as a Dissemination Information Package is through

the Web interface for end user browsing, and the API and OAI interfaces for

data exchange and bulk processing.

OAIS is a model of the whole archive ecosystem, not just the software, so

each of these functions involves human intervention, such as making policy,

maintenance, and ensuring that the archive meets the needs of the Designated

Community—the target audience of the stored data. With Open Access, the

diversity of this audience is an important factor in the software design.

4.5 Repositories for general data

Institutional repositories are the focus of the remainder of this work. How-

ever, repository software provides a flexible platform for storage of data in gen-

eral. The same storage, management, and retrieval mechanisms which apply

to academic papers also apply to museum collections or image galleries; they

store digital resources with metadata and provide browsing and searching fa-

cilities. Particularly of interest are archives which store scientific data rather

than publications, for instance the Crystal Reports and Protein Data Bank

archives[144, 145], as these might be usefully linked with an institutional repos-
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itory. The data in archives such as these is rich and potentially forms interesting

connections between other resources, for example by finding all the papers which

discuss a particular protein; or crystals likely to be related due to their occur-

rence together in multiple publications.

4.6 Metadata

Though a repository might store publications, or tables of data, or multimedia

as its core data type, repository software also deals with the management of

the associated metadata. The mere storage and retrieval of documents would

be served by a simple static Web page; therefore the specific purpose of collect-

ing rich machine-readable metadata should be made explicit. Why is metadata

important?

A useful description is given in [143]:

Cultural heritage and information professionals such as museum reg-

istrars, library catalogers, and archival processors are increasingly

applying the term metadata to the value-added information that

they create to arrange, describe, track and otherwise enhance access

to information objects.

[. . . ]

In short, in an environment where a user can gain unmediated access

to information objects over a network, metadata:

• certifies the authenticity and degree of completeness of the con-

tent;

• establishes and documents the context of the content;

• identifies and exploits the structural relationships that exist

between and within information objects;

• provides a range of intellectual access points for an increasingly

diverse range of users; and

• provides some of the information an information professional

might have provided in a physical reference or research setting.

MARC[146] is a family of standards defining the standard metadata schema

used in libraries, including classification, physical, and authority records. Here

standardization benefits users because bibliographic resources can be prepared
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centrally and will be compatible with all library systems. The schema is detailed

and includes provenance, physical description such as binding and dimensions,

and multimedia information.

In a physical library such schemes are necessary to store works in an arbitrarily

imposed logical arrangement: by author for fiction, by subject for non-fiction,

and by title and chronologically for periodicals; as while a work can be classified

in multiple places, it can only be physically stored in one. A logical ordering

is essential when each work must be retrieved from a shelf, but it also serves

to group potentially related information together, which is still important in a

digital collection. To be able to browse a digital resource in the same fashion as

a physical one, the same basic metadata is required. The summary page listing

each work’s metadata is the equivalent of the spine of a book; having found a

document, it enables the reader to decide quickly whether it should be opened

and read.

When replacing or supplementing a physical library, It is apparent that a dig-

ital library generally requires the same core metadata (aside from the purely

physical aspects, which do not apply to digital resources). However, removing

the physical constraints means that more diverse data can be stored, and orga-

nized arbitrarily; with computer-mediated access to the material, there is also

the possibility of new kinds of organization, such as rating a work’s popularity,

or analyzing a reader’s personal preferences or browsing history. Making meta-

data machine readable paves the way for these types of advanced processing and

interaction.

In general metadata exists to improve access to the data it describes. It is

therefore particularly important for academic publishing where the impact of

research on others is the primary goal. Metadata can make information easier

to find, evaluate, interpret, or discuss. Here are some examples:

• Metadata can facilitate better searching and browsing.

In the paper medium publications are organized into a standard structure:

journal, issue, article. For a researcher to discover an article of interest that

is not cited or linked from an already known resource, they must find a

journal covering an appropriate topic, choose an issue by date or title,

and read the contents. It is difficult to follow any other structure, such as

browsing by date before topic, as each journal would need to be searched

separately.
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Online, search engines are likely to be the primary mechanism for finding

a copy of a particular article[147]. Metadata here works behind the scenes,

providing data to the search engine ensuring an article appears in the list

and is indexed with relevant keywords. Metadata is also important as a

mechanism to find related material, through browsing or searching across

particular fields in an alternative to the default hierarchical arrangement.

Rich metadata also supports faceted browsing, a flexible interaction mode

where the user can restrict their view of a dataset according to the val-

ues in metadata fields. This is the interface provided by mSpace[41] and

Longwell[40].

• Metadata can support improved linking between resources.

Citations as part of the document’s metadata, rather than just the human-

readable text, can be used for automatic citation linking, thus speeding up

browsing and allowing the document to be understood more quickly. Web

of Science[148] and MEDLINE[149] are abstracting services which provide

both citation linking and the ability to search across multiple sources of

data; MEDLINE also features a standard vocabulary, MeSH[150], which

organizes the whole collection and aims to assist in classifying and explor-

ing resources.

OpenURLs[151] are a metadata-based linking mechanism. Using an appro-

priate proxy an OpenURL can be generated from a resource’s metadata

to link to a physical or digital copy appropriate to the user’s context.

In online social networking, tagging is a method of allowing third parties

to assign metadata to a resource. By assigning a short, free text label

to a piece of content defining its topic or attributes, it is classified and

linked with others with the same assigned tag. Common in blogs and the

del.icio.us social bookmarking site, Connotea[152] provides this service for

academics by helping readers organize their citations and discover research

tagged by others. Unlike typical Semantic Web systems, tags are generally

free text with no formal taxonomy, and limited to the site in which they

are used; their virtues are their accessibility and ease of use by nonexperts,

and the way a community can evolve its own de facto “folksonomy”.

• Metadata can provide new mechanisms for analysis.

Citations and multiple authors create associations between people and

papers which can be used to identify communities of practice. Citation

tracking can discover the most significant publications and measure the
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impact of a piece of research on the academic community. CiteBase[133]

is an OAI-PMH driven service which performs citation analysis for repos-

itories; it is hampered by having to parse references from documents as

they are not yet commonly stored as separate metadata. The Digitomet-

ric Framework[53] builds on this data with advanced visualisation and

hypertext features.

On the Web metadata can include tracking the downloads of a paper

through Web server logging. This data, though prone to misinterpreta-

tion, can be analyzed to determine the popularity of a paper, identify the

geographical location of readers (for example to provide translations in

the most important languages), or perform bibliometrics. IRStats[153] is

a package for EPrints which allows administrators to perform download

analysis on their own repository. Brody et al. correlate download tracking

alongside citation tracking to provide earlier estimates of impact[154].

4.7 Summary

It is my thesis that repositories are in an ideal position to benefit from the devel-

opment of the Semantic Web and promote scientific communication. It promises

a generic extensible data description mechanism, an identifier scheme, standard

processing and reasoning systems, and universal interoperability. Repositories

have the potential to be catalysts for the Semantic Web, as they already ex-

ist to preserve and disseminate data and contain the structure and formalism

required. Incorporating Semantic Web interfaces into EPrints would by being

interoperable extend the benefits of OAI-PMH towards the wider Web.

While initially focusing on metadata, Semantic Web integration with the con-

tent of academic works is also possible using the same principles. Rich markup

languages, such as HTML and the XML based languages Open Document For-

mat and Office Open XML, can have internal semantics which allow data to be

extracted, analyzed, and linked by the repository. Standardization in this area

could lead to a rich information-aware working environment which would be

highly valuable to scientists. However, the remainder of this work will be lim-

ited in scope to considering document metadata, as incremental developments in

this area can work with existing repository data and would not require authors

to first change their working practises.

In the next section, problems which arise from bringing repository data to the

Semantic Web will be explored.
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5 Identifiers

This section describes the complex issue of using a name, or identifier, to refer

to an entity. Already discussed from the point of view of hypertext and the

Semantic Web, it will now be explored relative to repositories, identifying issues

which arise from the characteristics of the data likely to be stored in repositories

and the organizational and technical aspects of scientific publishing.

There are many entities in digital scientific publishing about which statements

could be made on the Semantic Web, thus requiring an identifier. A paper, its

author, their institution, a publisher, a journal, an issue; these are all named en-

tities with their own metadata. Each subject in a classification hierarchy; these

are entities in order to model the hierarchical structure. A particular represen-

tation of the paper, in HTML format, is a separate entity from the paper itself.

The abstract concept of the HTML format—and the abstract concept of “file

format”; the concepts of “paper”, “journal”, and the relationship “published

in”. For this information to be accessible to Semantic Web processes, each class

and instance has a URI.

5.1 Naming

In hypertext systems links can be separate from the documents they appear in,

and can refer to documents on different servers. The endpoints must therefore be

referred to by identifiers. The same situation is present on a larger scale in the

Semantic Web, where identifiers are required to describe abstract or physical

as well as digital entities, and are an integral part of the linked data graph.

The problem of naming can be subdivided into several related problems, which

depending on the type of entity may be between straightforward and impossible

to solve completely:

• Assigning an identifier to a new entity. An identifier is necessary in order

to make statements about a resource, and needs to uniquely identify the

resource to be able to describe it unambiguously.

• Resolving an identifier. Many entities have a meaningful Web presence,

and mapping them to a URL with their content or more metadata would

be useful. However, identifiers can also refer to ‘non-information resources’,

abstract entities or things which only exist in the physical world:
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Other things, such as cars and dogs (and, if you’ve printed this

document on physical sheets of paper, the artifact that you are

holding in your hand), are resources too.[155]

Resolving an identifier of this type could still return useful data, but it

cannot entirely capture the “essential character of the resource”.

• Looking up the identifier which already exists for an entity; in other words,

finding out what entity you have. This could be a problem of searching

the Semantic Web, using a resolution service, or using the same algorithm

to regenerate the same identifier independently, depending on context.

In the world of traditional offline publishing the identifier for a publication,

which allows it to be looked up, is based on its metadata: the reference informa-

tion in a bibliography entry. This reference is not opaque; the details allow the

reader to find the cited material but also give some context, helping the reader

decide whether or not to follow the citation link. The title of course reveals

whether it is relevant to the reader, while knowing the authors and publication

name provide some degree of provenance. Though each component of a refer-

ence may not uniquely identify its referent, as a whole it uniquely identifies a

publication successfully and provides useful data to a human reader.

The title and author do not always uniquely identify a publication; for instance

where an edited version of the same work appears with errors corrected. The

truly unique metadata (excepting misprints or invalid assignments) is a book’s

ISBN, or the issue and page range assigned implicitly by the journal. Including

these attributes in the bibilography entry also let the citation be resolved, by

finding a paper copy in a library or now perhaps through the journal website.

When making a new link the title page of an article provides disambiguation, by

including all the information required to cite it; and for lookup the bibliography

provides details of citation links whenever a paper refers to another. Given that

the information in citations can be reliably interpreted by the reader, the body

of published academic papers form a hypertext or linked data structure which

is navigated via the citation links.

The Semantic Web aims to allow computers to interpret data formerly accessible

just to human readers. To move therefore from a citation as an identifier, which

is resolved manually and physically but encapsulates information about the

resource, to an opaque digital identifier which cannot be interpreted, requires

explicitly storing the data which was previously implicit. Mapping the string

of characters, “Communications of the ACM”, to its physical incarnation as a
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printed journal is easy for a human, but a computer can only reliably make this

leap if a link is made between the string and an abstract object representing

the journal. To take the next step and allow the computer to retrieve the cited

paper needs further annotation, linking the object to a Web address. In the true

vision of the Semantic Web, for an agent to analyse the citation and evaluate

whether it might be of interest, based on the topic, reputation of the authors,

and recommendations of other researchers, would depend on a huge structure of

cross-linked and authenticated data. For this data to be interpreted usefully and

reliably, unambiguous identifiers could be required for the paper, its authors, the

journal, other papers which are linked by citations—and other concepts which

are fuzzy or difficult to define, such as the topics covered and the user’s areas

of interest.

Although a human may use their judgement and experience to understand each

part of the citation, there is potential for ambiguity when interpreted algorith-

mically. Although citations often use standardised formats, these may differ

between journal styles. There is also lack of formality, meaning that even a cor-

rectly formatted citation may be misinterpreted. In this example: “Smith, A. B.

An Experiment. Journal of Science.” a human would understand that the au-

thor is ‘Smith, A. B.’ and the title is ‘An Experiment’, but it could be ‘Smith,

A.’ and ‘B. An Experiment.’—which is judged to be unlikely by a human, but is

equally valid for a computer. These are rare examples, but imply that data ob-

tained from automatic citation linking is possibly incomplete, and is more likely

to be so in a larger corpus. This shows that formally specified, unambiguous

digital identifiers are vital to the Semantic Web, and particularly for scientific

communication[156].

5.1.1 Digital bibliographic identifiers

ISBN and ISSN are examples of such unambiguous identifiers. They are ISO

standardized systems for assigning unique numbers to manifestations[157] of

books and periodicals respectively; they are persistent, and managed by inter-

national and national organizations to ensure they are globally unique. They are

however designed for physical printed resources; a more flexible system is needed

to manage digital identifiers; one commonly used by journals and repositories is

the DOI system.

A Digital Object Identifier (DOI)[156] is a unique and permanent identifier for

an electronic document. The scheme forms part of the Handle System[140], a
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general purpose identification and resolution system for all kinds of digital data.

DOIs are short strings with a prefix denoting the assigning organization, such

as a publisher, and a suffix in an arbitrary format chosen by the organization,

thus: doi:10.1000/182 refers to the DOI Handbook. The system provides a

centralized addressing system which guarantees that an identifier is unique, and

a resolution service to obtain metadata or a copy of the document. This level of

indirection makes a short string semantically equivalent to a complete citation,

with the added benefits of removing potential ambiguity and resolving to a

digital resource. Using this flexible format allows DOIs to be issued based on

existing naming schemes, for instance ISBN and ISSN codes.

DOIs and the Handle System infrastructure predate the Semantic Web’s use

of URIs as identifiers, but share common goals. Both URIs and DOIs poten-

tially identify the intellectual content of the resource and not the Web address

at which it is located. Treating identifier and target address separately allows

identifiers in both systems to resolve to metadata as well as an electronic copy

of the resource; meaning more than one copy of the document can be refer-

enced, in different contexts or with alternative expressions of the same content,

and means identifiers can be given to non-information resources: abstract ob-

jects which cannot be said to have a definitive retrievable digital manifestation.

While this reinforces the logical separation of distinct concepts, it is an ad-

vantage of the Semantic Web that an identifier may be resolveable directly in

circumstances where this is appropriate. While DOIs are intended to be resolve-

able it relies on client support or rewriting the DOI to use an HTTP proxy,

e.g.: http://dx.doi.org/10.1000/182; the URI based scheme is intended to

take advantage of the preexistence of Web infrastructure. On the other hand,

the separation of the DOI infrastructure from URLs is guaranteed to decouple

the technical constraints of how resources are stored and addressed from the

organization of their identifiers[158].

A key feature of the DOI resolution infrastructure is that it is centralized: new

identifiers are assigned and managed by a small set of organizations. For a

restricted domain like publishing, a central naming authority is an efficient way

to ensure uniqueness of names and ensure they can always be resolved. The

infrastructure required to support this means that assigning a DOI carries a

charge (resolution is free). This is also true of ISBNs. Being centralized also

ensures that DOIs are only assigned to documents, not other data types; handles

in general can be assigned to other types, but are still centralized.
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OpenURLs are an alternative mechanism to provide local resolution for publications[151,

159]. With an awareness of the user’s context an OpenURL resolver can link

to subscription or printed resources as well as publicly available material. An

OpenURL consists of the URL of a resolver service, followed by parameters

describing the metadata of the target. The same parameters can be given to

a different resolver to potentially obtain an alternative local copy. Traditional

metadata such as title and author can identify a resource, or the DOI system

can operate in synergy with OpenURL, with the DOI unambiguously defining

the target and the resolver finding a copy in context. The service is designed for

the scholarly library scenario where paid subscriptions and access to physical

copies restrict the availability of material.

OpenURLs are a complementary technology to persistent identifiers. While an

identifier service maintains a link between the identifier string and the abstract

work (and also potentially metadata, and a way of obtaining a digital copy), an

OpenURL resolver goes from the abstract work to a physical or digital copy in

an appropriate way for each individual user. The source of the link is required

to use an unspecified mechanism to discover which OpenURL service would

be appropriate for that user; for example IP address matching or a saved user

preference.

Because an OpenURL may be different for each user, and represents a query

rather than a particular resource, it is unsuitable for use as an identifier. The

benefits of OpenURL are also less important for Open Access research, where

resolving to a single digital resource for all users is acceptable. The relationship

between OpenURLs and the Semantic Web in the future may therefore be a

purely technical one; a local, contextual retrieval service could be made simpler

by using RDF for data exchange, which could reduce the need for integration

with the remote site.

5.1.2 The semantics of an identifier

An important characteristic of an identifier, or a component of one, is whether it

conveys meaning or simply allows different things to be distinguished. Outside

the digital realm identifiers are generally of the meaningful type: people talk

about books by their title, not their ISBN, because the embedded information

makes it more familiar and memorable and provides useful context. However,

this need not hold true for digital identifiers; a computer can distinguish equally

well between identifiers in any format, but cannot reliably extract any implicit
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meaning. A principle of the Semantic Web is that formal specification of meta-

data is more reliable than informal methods of information extraction, which

introduce the possibility of errors in interpretation. Accordingly any information

implied by an identifier should also be asserted explicitly.

This does not preclude URIs having a format which can assist people, or which

can be generated in a logical way based on related data; but for the system to

make use of this knowledge it must be asserted explicitly as a property. This also

introduces the possibility that if the data changes, the explicit properties of the

resource may diverge from the implied semantics of the URI and render it mis-

leading. This holds true particularly for the types of objects which might exist

in repositories, but is less important for universal concepts which are unlikely to

change, or types which are defined solely by their properties. Examples of these

are units of measurement, substances, theoretical data structure definitions, or

well established standards.

Another consideration is the need for technical concerns to dictate components

of an identifier. These concerns are likely to be the reason an identifier is forced

to change, and a justification for persistent naming schemes.

Outside the internet domain, telephone numbering in Britain is an example

of these characteristics of identifiers. A complete number (eg. 01234 567890)

consists of an area code (01234) and local number (567890). The local portion

has no intrinsic meaning. The area code corresponds to the geographical location

of the customer, which could also be used to route calls within the network.

Separating the area code benefits the user as they can dial fewer digits for calls

within their area, and may simplify call routing; however, it means a person’s

phone number may not be permanently fixed.

• Relying on the prefix to route calls to improve efficiency means that a

customer cannot move and keep their number. It also means the number

can be traced back to its location, which may not always be desirable. To

get around this there are special prefixes with no geographical meaning,

available at extra cost, which provide redirection. This is analogous to an

indirect addressing system which proxies the request to conceal the true

URL of a resource.

• Technical issues occasionally require large scale renumbering to take place.

This occurs locally when a prefix runs out of available numbers, or nation-

ally in the case of a shortage of prefixes. This corresponds to a Web site

reorganizing its structure or changing its host name.
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Were telephone numbers simply assigned serially, with no prefix or geographical

addressing, there would be no need to change identifiers once they were assigned.

The disadvantages are that people can no longer use the meaningful parts of the

number as an aid to memory, and that the network must provide a centralized

system for looking up an identifier and routing the call.

5.1.3 Naming authorities

ISBNs, DOIs, telephone numbers, and DNS share the common characteristic of

a naming authority. Each system guarantees that every resource in its scope can

be given a globally unique identifier, by centrally verifying that the identifier

is available. A naming authority therefore allows entities without an existing

unique key to be assigned one. Publications play the same role for traditional

citations; while there could theoretically be two papers with the same title, by

identically named authors, the journal name and page reference can be used to

distinguish them. Authorities exist for many different data types and are com-

monly used by libraries; for example the US Library of Congress maintains an

authority on preferred names for people, organizations, conferences, and geo-

graphical features[160].

Central coordination of a namespace helps ensure that it is organized coher-

ently. Where it is possible to standardize or mandate an authority this can be

more efficient for users. Another example of where centralised control is benefi-

cial is defining a subject hierarchy. It is valuable for users to be able to browse

by subject to find new material in their area of interest, and in a distributed

environment sharing a common set of subjects helps the user find things more

quickly as well as making classification of new items easier. Therefore standard

subject hierarchies exist in traditional publishing, developed by expert author-

ities and only updated where necessary; these can be usefully extended to the

digital world. The Dewey decimal system[161], the Library of Congress subject

hierarchy[162], and the ACM Computing Classification System[163] are exam-

ples of such hierarchies.

The problem with naming authorities becomes evident when considering a dis-

tributed, decentralized system like the Web, where the process of publishing

is simply adding a document to a server. Where an authority is desirable it

cannot be mandated, because there is no way to enforce central control over

Web content, but must be the result of a standardization process or community

accepted decision. As this lack of central control is inherent and fundamental to
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the Web, there will also be some cases in which a naming authority could not

be established. The scope of the Semantic Web extends to assigning metadata

to every imaginable resource, not least every Web-accessible document, without

requiring the intervention of the resource’s creator.

The Semantic Web uses URIs as a mechanism for distributing authority over

identifiers. If a site only assigns identifiers which include its own domain name, it

is unlikely to accidentally collide with another site’s assignment. This avoids the

greater problem of two different resources sharing one identifier, by permitting

the lesser problem of one resource with multiple identifiers. It is a lesser problem

because additional knowledge can assert that the two identifiers refer to the same

resource. Unification of identifiers will be considered later.

The ultimate reason to choose URI-based identifier schemes is a pragmatic one.

For the Semantic Web to be accessible to all Web users, the only guaranteed

infrastructure it can rely on is that of the Web itself. Alternative identifier

schemes can be incorporated into the URI syntax, with an organization provid-

ing guarantees that the appropriate functionality will remain, thus supporting

the semantics of any other scheme. Sites can therefore maintain persistence of

resources they publish, and their identifiers, using whatever scheme is appropri-

ate to them.

Proponents of systems such as DOI/Handle System and ARK[164]—a similar

scheme with additional emphasis on explicit preservation commitment—argue

that URIs are insufficient to provide long term preservation and reliability of

identifiers, because of the coupling between the identifier and the technical

means to resolve it[156, 164]. However, it is not evident that Semantic Web tech-

nology cannot potentially provide the same guarantees while remaining more

flexible. more flexible while potentially providing the same guarantees.

• Handle resolution requires a centralized paid for service. An annual fee is

charged to be allocated a Handle System prefix; alternatively DOIs incur

a one off charge on creation. While the Web infrastructure of DNS and

HTTP is not free, using the same infrastructure for the Semantic Web

means there is no extra charge.

For an academic institution’s own research output these charges are easily

affordable, but for other scenarios (such as a personal collection of photos,

or to catalogue a large existing collection of third party work) they may be

a significant portion of the total cost. Therefore as a general mechanism

for identifying all types of Semantic Web data, URIs are more appropriate.
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• Users concerned with long term preservation, who have the foresight to use

an indirect addressing scheme such as the Handle System, could equally

have used a logical URI scheme or redirection service. To use EPrints as an

example, the familiar URLs assigned to eprints are simply the host name

of the archive, plus a serial number. Administrators are also encouraged

to use a generic host name (e.g. eprints.ecs.soton.ac.uk) rather than

the computer’s real host name.

This scheme still means that the URI contains the organization name. This

presents two problems: the organization changing name, and the merging

of two organizations.

The Handle System resolves the first problem by using a meaningless,

numeric identifier for an organization. This solution is unnecessary for

the Semantic Web in general; in most cases identifiers will be hidden from

users making their textual representation immaterial, and an organization

can choose to use a URI-based redirection service such as purl.org, or

host their own equivalent service, if required.

The reorganization of handles has the same difficulties present when URIs,

or indeed physical resources, are reorganized. For example, several univer-

sity departments might set up repositories for their research output, and

describe them using URIs and RDF. Each repository is hosted on a server

in each department. Subsequently, the university sets up its own reposi-

tory and wishes to migrate all records to the central location. In EPrints

there is no way each record could keep its original serial number in the new

archive, as these would conflict; the solution would be to assign all records

new numbers, and redirect their URIs from the original ones using stan-

dard HTTP redirection. New records would receive new numbers in the

centralized scheme. In the Handle System, identifiers are already indirect,

so the resolver would be reconfigured to point to the new locations; but

the batch remapping of handles is equally complex as the batch remapping

of URIs, except that the configuration takes place on the handle server. In

DSpace there is a hybrid approach[165]: both the Handle System server

and each DSpace installation need to be reconfigured in the event of server

consolidation.

This is therefore not an inherent advantage of handles over URIs, but

one of anticipating the need for change and preemptively using indirect

references. However, the Semantic Web can also use HTTP redirection

and RDF statements to remap identifiers after they are created, which
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is essential in the cases where there is no universally accepted central

authority to assign an official identifier (personal names are an example).

Bearing in mind this point it is valuable to coin URIs which are structured

in a way to make remapping easier.

• Handles represent a commitment to preservation, at least in that the iden-

tifier will only ever refer to one resource. This is however an organizational

practice and cannot be enforced technically. A university could make the

same commitment about its URIs; however, it has the additional possibil-

ity of explicitly and formally stating its preservation policy in RDF. The

institution is free to make the same commitments about its resources as

users of ARKs and handles can, or make a contract with a third party to

provide that guarantee, as the Handle System does.

• An argument put forward for handles[156] is that in future a handle can

resolve to a different kind of resource, while a URI is constrained to the

Web. For long term commitment to resolution, the system must consider

that in future the Web may be obsolete.

I argue that URIs will be just as suitable for identifying future non-Web

resources as handles are for Web resources. Currently a handle may be

resolved through the Web to a URI, but can point to any target. Han-

dles can be encoded into URLs using a proxy. This situation is exactly

analogous to a future non-Web system, which could use a proxy to resolve

URIs to their replacement, treating them opaquely as handles are treated

on the Web.

This point leads to the conclusion of the argument: if a repository admin-

istrator wishes to use the Handle System, they can use their handles as

URIs via a proxy or URL scheme and still interoperate seamlessly with

the rest of the Semantic Web. Using URIs as identifiers permits this kind

of flexibility while lowering the barrier to participation on the Semantic

Web in other scenarios.

In conclusion, URIs are adequately flexible to be used as identifiers for concepts

in the Semantic Web, including non-information resources. Where features be-

yond the basic standard are desirable, such as long term preservation commit-

ments and indirect resolution which are advantageous for repositories, these can

be supported by standard HTTP features and documented formally in RDF.
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5.2 Identifiers in the Semantic Web

Given that URIs are to be used to identify resources, what are their character-

istics? How are they assigned, obtained, and resolved?

5.2.1 Assignment and coreference

There are two ways of dealing with ownership of identifiers. Either clearly define

an authority to issue identifiers in a particular situation, agreed by all parties;

or allow anyone to coin identifiers (within their own namespace), and support

unifying them. As some situations will preclude the former, notably identifiers

for people, the latter must be supported, and implementations must have a

mechanism for handling coreference: when multiple identifiers refer to the same

entity and need to be unified.

The Semantic Web as a whole is built on the same protocols and architecture

as the current Web, and will therefore inherit its anarchic and decentralized

characteristics. It is possible to impose local order, but overall any Semantic

Web system must deal with errors, data being moved or deleted, multiple copies

of the same resource in different places, and untrustworthy data. Acceptance of

this state is, with hindsight, a strength of the Web as it encouraged universal

participation and contributed to its success[23]. For an application of Semantic

Web technology to be successful it must also tolerate these problems rather than

attempting to prevent them.

Any attempt to automatically unify identifiers, besides potentially introducing

errors in the data, also precludes the possibility that multiple identifiers are de-

sirable. A person may wish, for example, to keep their personal and professional

identities separate, and the decentralized ownership of identifiers supports this.

However it is advantageous to avoid identifier proliferation when it is unneces-

sary. Universally using the same identifier means that when related data sources

are combined, connections exist automatically between the data from each. For

example, if each journal publisher made metadata available in RDF about the

publications they produce, and each author had a reliable unique identifier, a

single query on a combined data set could return all of a person’s publications

or their frequent collaborators independent of where the data was originally

obtained.

Within RDF it is possible to unify identifiers in a standard way. The OWL

ontology includes the owl:sameAs predicate, which indicates that the two URIs
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<rdf:RDF

xmlns:coref="http://www.resist.ecs.soton.ac.uk/ontology/coref#"

xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#">

<coref:Bundle rdf:about="http://example.org/#bundle1">

<coref:hasEquivalentReference rdf:resource="http://example.org/id/1" />

<coref:hasEquivalentReference rdf:resource="http://example.org/id/2" />

<coref:hasEquivalentReference rdf:resource="http://example.org/id/3" />

<coref:hasCanonicalReference rdf:resource="http://example.org/id/1" />

</coref:Bundle>

</rdf:RDF>

Figure 4: A bundle of coreferents expressed using the structure in [168]

refer to the same resource, and are totally equivalent and interchangeable. This

assertion can be too strong in cases where meaning can change, and can impose

a burden on Semantic Web systems making use of the URIs. Booth[166] and

Jaffri et al.[167] argue that a less strict contextual assertion of functional equiv-

alence may be preferred in some situations. Jaffri et al. present a Consistent

Reference Service[168] which models equivalence using a bundle, a collection

which contains each coreferent as a member and may define a canonical URI

(Figure 4). This mechanism allows applications to explicitly resolve coreference

when required, and also uses fewer triples at the cost of an extra step in queries.

Semantic Web standards mandate that a URI refers to only one entity[155], but

this leaves the problem of more than one URI being assigned to each entity.

Less obviously, something which is considered a single entity in some cases may

be subdivided in others, for instance a book made up of chapters, meaning that

there may be coreference between a single URI and a group of URIs considered

together.

Open Access repositories are likely to lead to a proliferation of identifiers for

the same work. If each of the authors submit their work to an institutional

repository as well as a journal, each record will be independent, with a different

identifier and possibly also conflicting metadata and variations in full text. For

example, each institution might categorize a paper within a research group, so

collaborating authors would put their own group when adding the record.
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Identifying coreferent identifiers is an information management problem which

has organizational as well as technical aspects. How can the fact that two en-

tities are coreferent be detected, and how can systems make use of this fact

to improve the quality of data? What if two identifiers are erroneously or ma-

liciously declared coreferent? The application of Semantic Web technology to

digital libraries is a particularly appropriate scenario in which to attempt to

resolve these issues:

• Firstly, coreference is likely to occur frequently in repositories. Collabo-

ration between researchers in different institutions is common, thus pub-

lications stored in an institutional repository are likely to involve people

from other institutions whose metadata may not be available. However,

the same paper would be stored in each researcher’s local archive, and also

potentially a journal or conference repository, each of which may include

different metadata or files.

• Handling coreference would provide a valuable service for repository users.

A simple example is linking each author to their list of other publications,

where managing coreference would allow a more complete list of related

publications by merging data from multiple archives.

• The purpose of a digital library is to collect and disseminate data ef-

ficiently. It is therefore likely that users and administrators will consider

the effort of collecting high quality data and using coreference tools worth-

while as it raises the profile of their research by making it more accessible.

• The scope of potential coreference is limited. Digital libraries are already

managed at the institution level and are likely to have an administration

infrastructure in place. Institutions can make use of their user account,

staff, and organization structure systems to assign URIs which are unique

within their namespace.

Resolving coreference might be a purely manual process in simple cases. Fully

automatic processing, while desirable, will always run the risk of false deduc-

tions causing bad data. Therefore coreference resolution systems which take a

heuristic approach are of most interest: where a tool searches for likely matches,

but the user is given overall control. More advanced tools may be suitable for

archive maintainers, where an an adminstrator can ensure data integrity; ad hoc

resolution for end user orientated Semantic Web browsing applications may ben-

efit from a simpler interface with more automatic deductions, potentially at the

expense of data integrity.
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Alani et al[169] and Lewy et al[170] discuss this topic further, proposing tech-

nical methods for resolving the problem of coreference with partially automatic

and assistive user interfaces. For instance, they demonstrate a Community

of Practice analysis tool, Ontocopi[103], as a heuristic detector of coreferent

identifiers[169].

In my work I take a similar user interface centric approach, but attempt to

avoid the problem in the first instance by encouraging the user to reuse an ex-

isting identifier. In the distributed environment of the Web this will not prevent

coreference, but it will make it more manageable by reducing the proliferation

of identifiers, reducing the size of the data set over which assisted techniques

such as the above can be applied.

5.2.2 Resolving Semantic Web identifiers

A strength of using URIs as identifiers is that where appropriate, they can

directly resolve to a document. However, this process is made more complex in

the Semantic Web because of the different requirements of human and automatic

browsers.

HTTP content negotiation[62] is a mechanism to handle resolving identifiers

for humans and Semantic Web agents separately. When a Web user visits a

page in their browser, part of the HTTP request made is a list of MIME

types the browser prefers. While a typical browser might include text/html,

text/plain, and image/* (all images), a Semantic Web application can re-

quest an application/rdf+xml response and be given linked RDF data instead

of HTML. This is the standard application of content negotiation, and is suit-

able for an information resource which can be accurately represented in either

RDF or another format. As these resources have the same URI they cannot have

separate metadata, and so must have the same “information content”[171].

Before the Semantic Web, a URL was the identifier for a Web page. Now URIs

can refer to abstract concepts which cannot simply be resolved to a digital

form. If a person is assigned a URI it refers to them in an abstract way, which

allows statements to be made such as ”Harry Mason attends the University of

Southampton”. If this identifier were to resolve to their home page, a possibly

useful action for human browsers, it must not thereby imply that the person and

their home page are the same entity, which would lead to ambiguous metadata.
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To avoid this confusion, it is now recommended[172] to make non-information

URIs resolve through HTTP redirection. The ECS URI system demonstrates

this technique[173]. Each ECS member has a unique integer ID, which is used

to generate a URI. On the website as well as a page showing their metadata

(such as publications and contact details) there is a service presenting the same

information in RDF. Resolving a person’s URI does not directly return either

the HTML or RDF version, which are documents with their own URLs; it re-

turns an HTTP 303 redirect code, pointing to whichever version the browser

requested through content negotiation. The intended interpretation of this re-

sponse is that the server cannot return a non-digital resource, but it can return

a related resource which describes it. If abstract resources are always resolved

indirectly, it disambiguates statements made about them from statements about

the document returned.

An unsolved problem with content negotiation is that resources can themselves

be RDF, which means there is no way to directly request metadata about the

resource as it would have the same type as the resource itself. The problem

can be mitigated by linking the RDF to its metadata using seeAlso. There is

also an issue with returning indirect responses, which according to the HTTP

specification should not be cached and might lead to many requests being made

for the same content[171].

Features of HTML and RDF can also be applied to obtain the identifiers of

related resources. This addresses the problem of distinguishing an abstract re-

source, such as a paper, from a manifestation of it[157]: a Web page describing

the paper, a digital rendering such as a PDF, or a physical copy. In HTML,

the <link> element specifies a relationship between two documents, and can

refer to alternative renderings of the same content, or link to arbitrary related

resources. It is also possible to make a compound XML document which con-

tains both XHTML and RDF using namespaces. In RDF the RDFS predicate

seeAlso can provide the URL of another RDF document with more informa-

tion. Once RDF is obtained it can describe the original resource more precisely

and its relationship with the abstract one.

The Tabulator browser[39] automatically follows these types of links from HTML

and RDF, as could software agents, so linking related documents in this way

improves user experience as well as resolving ambiguity. It also provides an ‘en-

try point’ into the Semantic Web from an ordinary Web page, which removes

the need for users to work directly with URIs while still allowing metadata to
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be unambiguous. This demonstrates how the existing human-readable Web will

integrate with the Semantic Web.

5.3 Identifiers in EPrints

For the objects stored in EPrints to be linked and described with Semantic Web

standards, URIs must be assigned to the objects which exist in the archive.

Simply assigning an identifier to an eprint is however a more complex task than

it seems.

Multiple identifiers, differing in scope, may be usefully assigned to the same

object to provide scope to the metadata which uses the identifier. Examples of

identifier scopes are:

• An abstract “work”—the intellectual content of a publication. Two records

are considered the same here if they would be recognized as having the

same content by a person. The same identifier could therefore be applied

to:

– The same content in a different format, for example a conversion of

HTML to PDF. This could even include a spoken version in an audio

format.

– A reformatted version, with different style but the same meaning, for

instance to conform to publisher guidelines.

– A translation of the work into another language. The identifier could

then resolve differently based on the user’s preferred language.

– The same work in another repository, which might have different

metadata. Resolving this identifier appropriately might depend on

the relevance or accessibility of each repository to the user.

– A revised version with corrections. Depending on the nature of the

corrections and the user’s intentions it may be right or wrong to treat

this as the same work.

– A physical printed copy, if there exists some way to provide it with

digital metadata.

Such a broad scoped identifier could be used in a citation, to resolve to

the most suitable expression of the work depending on the reader’s cir-

cumstances. However, it is clear that to reliably resolve such an identifier
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is both a technical and organizational problem. Hypothetically publish-

ers could create a framework for their works, linking alternative versions

together with a common identifier and providing a resolution service re-

sembling OpenURL. EPrints allows submitters to link related versions but

does not assign a common identifier.

• A particular version of a publication, with guaranteed identical content

from the reader’s point of view. This scope would be used to annotate

or transclude specified regions. It would therefore include alternative file

formats or cosmetic formatting, but exclude textual changes.

• A document, which may be a component of an eprint. EPrints allows

each record to contain multiple documents, and each document to contain

multiple files. This feature is used for providing multiple file formats as

alternatives, or supporting data to accompany a paper as an appendix.

This identifier might be used to describe the relationship between the

publication and its components.

• A specific file, forming all or part of a document. This class of identifier

could be based on a hash of the file’s contents. Metadata in this scope

would describe the file format, for instance the MIME type or software

required to view the file.

The FRBR model[157] formalizes this hierarchy, and other types such as events

and organizations.

These scopes only consider simple kinds of records—traditional publications.

Digital libraries can store data about anything worth archiving, and some special

types might need additional classes of identifier. These examples demonstrate

quirks which will need to be dealt with to accurately represent knowledge of

these types on the Semantic Web:

• Though the idea of hypermedia has existed for some years, publications

written as hypertext are unusual. In the academic world this may be due

to the traditional model of paper publishing with its familiarity and conve-

nience for authors and readers. Hyperfiction is more common, with “choose

your own adventure” stories being a good example. In any case, a digital li-

brary including hypertexts may need to support resolving node identifiers,

for instance to allow citations to refer to parts of the hypertext.

Another example is educational material using adaptive hypermedia to

provide alternative levels of detail for students with different require-
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ments.A paper citing an adaptive hypertext might need to identify the

appropriate context, in order to refer to a portion of text visible only at

particular level of detail.

An EPrints archive, as a Web based system, would require a hypertext to

be represented in a Web accessible form. Given this constraint the features

provided by the URL and HTTP standards may be sufficient to identify

parts of hypertexts.

• Related to the issue of storing hypermedia is support for assigning meta-

data to parts of a document. This differs from handling hypermedia in

that the metadata might describe any region of the document, and these

regions can overlap. EPrints includes, by default, a module which supports

transclusions, to support Nelson’s ideas of composite documents and copy-

right control[8]; this allows the retrieval of parts of files and provides an

interface to select the desired region. If such a feature were widely used it

could become important to associate metadata with a transclusion.

Transclusions are processed dynamically by EPrints; no state is held on

the server and therefore the URL contains all the information required

to return the selected data. A consequence of this is that transclusions

already have URIs which could be used to assign metadata. However, the

metadata relates only to that specific region; in some circumstances a

subset of the metadata would ideally inherit the metadata of its parent—

if that were clearly defined. Managing this is clearly a complex and error

prone operation and will not be considered further.

• Artistic works, such as paintings, crafts, or sculpture, could be digitized

and stored in an archive for preservation as well as to permit electronic

access. The Kultur project[174] is a recent research project which intends

to explore the issues in creating such a multimedia repository. While a

paper can be archived in its original form, records describing these works

can only include a representation of the true three dimensional form.

The distinction between a resource and its representation is crucial. If a

sculpture is represented by a series of photographs, the “creator” metadata

field might name the artist; however, the creator of the photographs, which

might be considered works of art in their own right, is the photographer.

Other art forms have similar problems. Another example is a film of a

concert; who should be listed as the “creator”—the maker of the recording,

or the performer, or the songwriter? How can metadata about the concert
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be distinguished from metadata about the film? The same issue arises

with any composite type, such as a book containing articles by different

authors.

For example, to accurately hold metadata about music, a solution would

be to add a special field linking two types of record—a composition and a

performance—and configure the user interface to display this connection.

However, this may increase the complexity of data entry and expose the

user to the details of the structure; it also introduces issues of shared

record ownership which could compromise data integrity.

EPrints can express any of the relationships defined by the Library of

Congress in [175]. This allows the expression of multiple different “creator”

fields but leaves no way of linking two performances of a composition. This

can be considered an instance of metadata which refers to an entity; the

topic is discussed below.

Pragmatically, using different identifiers whenever the coreference of two records

is in doubt is the best solution. In EPrints, a user wishing to submit an updated

version of a record creates a new record based on the existing one. The original

record therefore remains unchanged once it is added to the public view of the

archive. The new record has a new identifier, but a tree showing the history

of the records is shown, and a message is displayed beside any older versions

when a new version is submitted. In the Semantic Web, a statement can be

made describing the relationship between the resources, so the new one can

replace the old in appropriate circumstances. If the same identifier had been

used, the resources would be defined as equivalent and indistinguishable in all

circumstances.

5.3.1 Entities as metadata

The above list only includes identifiers for the core records in an eprint archive.

The metadata describing an eprint often refers to an entity rather than a value:

authors, publishers, events, and citations are all examples, each with comparable

variations in interpretation. For instance, a person may have more than one role,

and their properties may change over time; a conference series is an aggregation

of related conferences, workshops, and presentations.

The fields which refer to these external entities, like bibliographic records, still

store simple strings. If instead a field contained a URI, unambiguously defining
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the entity it refers to, the record becomes part of the global linked graph of the

Semantic Web. It is my thesis that capturing identifiers alongside text strings

in repositories would improve the quality of captured data and support new

possibilities in the user interface.

One possibility for enhancing the interface is that URIs could be used to make

links between occurrences of the identifier on different Web sites. This could be

done by the repository itself or by external tools. An author could be linked to

their home page or a list of all their publications in all Web-accessible archives.

A conference could form part of an aggregate conference series, connected and

explored as a single entity. Research projects could be integrated across each

participating institution’s repository to be viewed as a whole.

Data quality is improved by encouraging submission of more accurate, consis-

tent, and complete data. By presenting a submitter with a list of valid choices

which match their entry, they can save time by selecting the correct one, thus

also avoiding typing errors. This method also allows a common spelling to be

used, which is useful for personal names as well as long values such as the names

of conferences or journals. It could also fill in related fields, such as event dates

and location, making data consistent between records. The benefit of using a

URI for the event instead of filling in fields based on existing records in the

archive (already a feature of EPrints), is that this data can be preloaded before

any records exist; possibly by being obtained automatically from the conference

organizer to ensure consistency across all repositories.

When an author submits a record to their institutional repository, they have

a mental model of the work they are submitting and its metadata. The other

authors, their institution, the publisher, and the subject of the material are

entities in the real world about which the author is familiar. In their mind

there is no ambiguity between two acquaintances who share the same name.

Inputting data into a repository is capturing this knowledge in a form which

can be manipulated by the computer; but by collecting references to people

by name, the system is in effect discarding the submitter’s implicit knowledge

which could disambiguate them.

Recording identifiers for the entities in metadata would capture this knowledge

as well as providing conveniences in the user interface. In effect, the submitter

can say that an author is “this person”, not just “a person called X”.
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5.4 Summary

This chapter has analyzed the use of digital identifiers to refer to the entities

which relate to institutional repositories, with the following conclusions:

• An identifier allows unambiguous statements to be made about a resource

in the Semantic Web.

• URIs are a suitable identifier scheme for the digital, physical, and abstract

resources which exist around a repository. A key benefit is that they can

be resolved through standard Web protocols to lead to useful data.

• Organizations who have authority over an entity can produce a canonical

identifier, simplifying the process of assigning metadata to that URI.

• The potential for coreference will always exist in a distributed environ-

ment. However, there are methods of minimizing it and correcting it after

the data is produced.

• Using standard formats and common identifiers makes data interoperable,

which promotes added value services. This is particularly significant for

repositories where the goal is widespread dissemination of data.

In the next chapter, I will explore the practicalities of applying these conclusions

to real repository data.
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6 Analysis of repository data

This chapter describes the characterists of data from three repositories: RAEPrints,

WWWConf, and ECS EPrints. The first contained records from the RAE and

explored issues with large data sets and poor quality metadata. The second ag-

gregated proceedings from the World Wide Web Conference with rich metadata

and full text, and demonstrated the improved functionality available with better

quality data. The third is the repository actively used by the ECS department of

the University of Southampton for its research output. I constructed RAEPrints

and WWWConf to perform this analysis.

This investigation demonstrates the problems which can occur in real world

repository datasets, and how the mechanisms discussed previously can be ap-

plied to resolve them. This leads to conclusions about how the data structure

and user interface of a repository could be modified to make better use of the

available data, increasing its value as scientific communication.

6.1 RAEPrints

RAEPrints was built from the 2001 UK Research Assessment Exercise data,

made available in simple database or CSV formats on the HERO academic

portal website[176]. The exercise includes gathering information about up to

four publications from each researcher in UK institutions and is used to assess

the quality of their research[177]. I used it for an initial investigation into the

EPrints software, and it provided an example of the problems which are caused

by the lack of formalism and poorly structured metadata.

The RAE data consists of several datasets. The primary set for this archive

contains publications for each author, grouped by institution and Unit of As-

sessment (a broad topic classification). Metadata available is basic, including

authors, title, year, publication information, and research group. The format-

ting of these fields was very variable because of the distributed collection process

and informal specification of fields. Units of Assessment, people, research groups,

institutions, and additional annotations are included in separate datasets. Some

of these were used in the RAEPrints to produce structure and metadata; others

were too loosely structured to extract reliable information, or only relevant to

the RAE examiners.

This archive held 106,401 records, more than all other repositores registered

at eprints.org combined at the time. It was in fact so large that the default
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EPrints directory structure had to be modified to avoid hitting a limit on the

number of files or directories on the filesystem. No full text was included in the

data set; an initial attempt to automatically obtain full text via Web searching

was excessively slow, due to the size of the data set, and unreliable, due to the

likelihood of multiple documents being returned by the search. This problem

is partially solved by systems such as CiteBase[133], which indexes accessible

repositories as well as falling back on a general Web search, but the scope

of RAEPrints was too large to complete this process in the time available.

The archive was built to analyze the metadata and investigate the problems of

coreference, data formatting, and aggregation; examining full text was beyond

this scope.

Before it could be imported the data first had to be processed, analysed, and

converted to the standard XML import format used by EPrints. Several quality

issues were identified while importing, relating to data formatting, international

characters, and handling subjects.

EPrints requires personal names, such as authors and editors, to be split into

their component parts: honourific, “Dr.”; given names, “Martin Luther”; family

name, “King”; lineage, “Jr.”. This is required for proper sorting and for ex-

changing data with other services. Names in the RAE data were provided as

simple strings, unfortunately in a great variety of different formats, even vary-

ing at times within the same institution; a significant challenge was reliably

identifying these components automatically. Without any unique identifiers for

individuals it was naively assumed at this stage that identically formatted names

within an institution represented the same person. A surprising 34,220 (32%) of

records had no author included.

The simple way author names were processed will inevitably have caused an un-

known number of false interpretations. After attempting to eliminate variations

in formatting, 76,484 unique author names were listed. Of these 13,074 (17%)

occurred in more than one institution; 9,075 in two institutions, 2,268 in three.

Five names, “J Wang”, “D Smith”, “S Jones”, “R Smith”, and “P Smith”, each

occurred in more than 20 different institutions, which no doubt means that

more than one researcher shares these common names. However, it is impossi-

ble to judge how many of these cases are because a researcher has worked with

multiple institutions, and how many are two people sharing the same name.

Particularly with these popular names, it is also possible that two people at the

same institution will share a name, which would be undetected.
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On the other hand, one individual’s name can have variations in formatting and

be detected as two people. These (anonymized) examples of the variations in

formatting of author names are all taken from the same institution, and occurred

in consecutive sequences of records. A record for “A White” and “B C Black”

was followed by “A. White” and “B. Black”; “Green, DE” and “Green, E” occur

together; as do “Fred Brown” and “F Brown” (despite the schema specifying

initials only). Other institutions varied the capitalization, spacing, and ordering

of name components. Often the field was misused, containing inappropriate

values such as “The project Research Team” (interpreted as “T. P. R. Team”),

or metadata such as “A. White (editor)”.

177 author names contained international characters and were not represented

in a consistent character encoding. There were 2104 records (2.0%) containing

a total of 3553 ambiguously encoded characters in any imported field. There is

no way to positively identify many character encodings; this is especially true of

traditional 8-bit encodings such as the ISO-8859-1[178] standard. The only effi-

cient way of handling this situation was to manually substitute these characters

into a standard encoding when they were found, with the aid of several scripts.

This involved guessing the encoding of unfamiliar foreign names and searching

the Web to see if the resulting name occurred frequently on Web pages. Occa-

sionally it was necessary to search the Web for a copy of the publication for a

definitive interpretation, for instance where a name was ambiguous. The clear

lesson learned here is that a standard encoding for data entry should be specified

when ambiguity may occur; a Unicode based encoding, such as UTF-8, should

be used to ensure all characters can be represented.

The subject field in an EPrints record is an important part of the repository’s

organization, as it groups records together providing a way of discovering re-

lated material. With such a large corpus, including all subjects studied at all

UK academic institutions, attempting to come up with a good subject hierarchy

proved impractical. A rough hierarchy was imposed based on the submissions’

Units of Assessment, which are gross categories each covering many fields of

research, for example “Physics” or “Computer Science”, and subdivided by re-

search group within the institution. As institutions define their research groups

freely this produced a poor classification; at Southampton, it is unlikely that

every paper produced by the IAM group (Intelligence, Agents, and Multime-

dia) could be meaningfully considered as being in the same subject except at a

very high level. Similarly, groups from two institutions which were in the same

subject area would be separated if their names were formatted differently, such
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as “AI” and “Artificial Intelligence”. Within the limits of the source data, this

at least provided a way of browsing a meaningfully restricted subset of records.

Building a high quality subject tree would require domain knowledge, and clas-

sifying each submission appropriately would also need time and, given the data

available, a significant level of manual intervention.

The lesson learned from building RAEPrints is that information once lost is dif-

ficult, if not impossible, to recreate. Once authors are named inconsistently they

can only be reconciled manually or by unreliable heuristics. Text strings without

knowledge of their character encoding are ambiguous. Appropriate classifica-

tion is best produced by experts. In the next section RAEPrints is compared to

WWWConf, which was based on a richer dataset leading to more reliable and

useful metadata.

6.2 WWWConf

The WWWConf archive stored the proceedings of the ACM International World

Wide Web Conference. It was built primarily for the 2004 conference to display

the most recent submissions, but to also include as much historical data as was

available based on an older EPrints archive. Updating this archive also served

as another example of the issues in data manipulation and demonstrated the

increased utility gained from higher quality metadata, as well as providing me

with more experience into the technical details of EPrints.

With this smaller data set it was more reasonable to assume that each author

name is unique, therefore it was possible to support browsing by author name.

Also the conference tracks could be used as a subject hierarchy, providing nav-

igation by topic. Full text was available, as were structured references which

had been manually entered. ParaCite[179] was used to link citations: an experi-

mental tool which searches many Web-based repositories to attempt to provide

a link. Conventionally ParaCite takes a citation string and attempts to parse

it; as in this case references were stored as XML rather than free text, parsing

errors were prevented and ParaCite was used only as an OpenURL resolution

service. Internal links (to other World Wide Web Conference papers) were han-

dled because WWWConf was indexed through OAI-PMH by CiteBase, which

is queried by ParaCite.

Author and citation linking in WWWConf was text- rather than identifier-

based. Nonetheless, because of the limited scope of the repository it allowed

these fields to be used for browsing, on the assumption that names were unique
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within the archive and references were interpreted correctly. This structure and

linking made the data more valuable than the larger, but less complete data set

in RAEPrints. Ignoring the fact that full text was not available for the RAE

data, each record was a ‘dead end’ for browsing as it could only be reliably

linked to very few other records.

The limited scope also provided a useful subject tree which was guaranteed

to cover all papers, and improved the chances of a cited paper existing in

the archive. Distributed, Web-scale services would require formal identifiers to

achieve this reliability as the potential for ambiguity is increased.

The high quality metadata in WWWConf was dependent on an element of for-

ward planning, both in the user interface and data model. The reason citations

could be linked without parsing errors was that they were collected and stored in

a structured way, rather than as plain text. First and last names were captured

separately and stored in multiple fields, and were recorded in full despite being

displayed as initials. The RAE collection process, by simplifying the data model

and storing only one field, produced data which was difficult to parse and could

not afterwards be used reliably for linking, or even be rendered in a consistent

citation style.

Comparing these two archives makes it clear that good quality metadata allows

better use to be made of the data it describes, and also that once information

is discarded it may not be possible to recreate it. A repository, which exists to

disseminate its contents most effectively, should use a user interface and data

model which avoid throwing away information in this way.

6.2.1 Topic categorization

It is notable that the hierarchy of topics provided by the conference itself (Fig-

ure 5) was a good subject tree—unsurprisingly, as the arrangement had been

designed by the conference organizers to group papers on a similar topic for

the benefit of delegates. This metadata could be equally valuable in an institu-

tional repository with broader scope, as it would provide a more detailed level

of grouping than papers from the same conference or conference series. This is

a case where using an identifier to refer unambigously to the topic would be

particularly advantageous:

• The titles of conference sessions are likely to be long and open to abbrevia-

tion or variations in formatting. Grouping records by looking for matching
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• ACM Categories

– C.2: Computer-Communication Networks

– D.1: Programming Techniques

– D.2: Software Engineering

– D.3: Programming Languages

[. . . ]

• Conference Tracks

– 2004

[. . . ]

∗ B-1: Server Performance and Scalability

∗ B-2: Mobility

∗ B-3: Web Site Analysis and Customization

∗ C-1: Usability and Accessibility

[. . . ]

∗ C-2: XML

∗ C-3: Semantic Interfaces and OWL Tools

∗ C-4: Semantic Web Applications

[. . . ]

Figure 5: A subset of the WWWConf subject hierarchy.
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strings will therefore often fail. Selecting a predefined value containing the

unabbreviated name makes browsing easier for users unfamiliar with the

abbreviations, and is more likely to be valuable for search tools.

• Conferences already have access to the necessary data for internal use.

Providing it in a suitable format for exchange with repositories would be

simple, especially if a universal format can be agreed by major organizers.

These organizations have an interest in promoting their conference, hope-

fully seeing the value of standardization. WWW2006, where the delegates

were likely to be interested in the Semantic Web, produced a comprehen-

sive RDF dataset[180] of the sessions, papers and presentations, speakers,

associated events, and timetable, intended for reuse and experimentation.

The identifiers in this data could link publications in institutional reposi-

tories with the conference itself and make connections between other con-

ference resources, thus raising its profile.

• With an identifier, each topic has its own identity. It can be linked to the

conference site or external data for more information, or grouped into a

hierarchy to improve browsing. Any time better use is made of the data in

an EPrints record, it potentially raises the profile of the research, author,

publisher or conference.

Many earlier examples have used author names, so this conclusion helps justify

why other entity fields may benefit from the use of identifiers.

6.3 ECS EPrints

In this section my two example repositories are compared to a real world EPrints

archive: ECS EPrints[181]. This is a live repository with over 11,000 records,

maintained by the School of Electronics and Computer Science and which has

evolved over time according to the School’s needs.

ECS EPrints demonstrates some of the potential of a repository with Semantic

Web features. It combines the ECS RDF service[173] with the identifier support

of EPrints 3 to provide reliable linking between publications, their authors, and

associated metadata from the repository and elsewhere.

The unique number assigned to every member of ECS is used to disambiguate

members of the school in EPrints. Each field which stores a person’s name

has an associated identifier field, which contains this number if that person is
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Figure 6: Partially entered text in an EPrints 3 submission. A list of matching

values is automatically displayed. These values include both the name and an

ECS user ID, a unique identifier for members of ECS.

Figure 7: Selecting an author from the list completes each of the input fields.

When the record is submitted, the author name will be unambiguous and linked

to a page listing that author’s metadata and publications.
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Figure 8: Part of the list of authors in MIT DSpace[182]. The same person has

three separate entries, formatted differently.

Figure 9: The publications list on Nigel Shadbolt’s page, extracted from ECS

EPrints[181]. Two formattings of the same name appear together, linked because

a common identifier is used internally.

within the school. When submitting a record, typing characters into a name

field automatically performs a search on the personnel list, displaying a list of

matching names alongside the input field (Figure 6). Selecting a name fills in

the name fields but crucially also inputs the identifier, therefore saving time

for the user and simultaneously gathering better quality data (Figure 7). This

aspect is important as it means entering an identifier is less effort than it would

be without this feature.

A demonstration of the value of this identifier can be seen in comparing ECS

EPrints with MIT’s DSpace[182]. The DSpace author list includes separate en-

tries for “Abelson, H.”, “Abelson, Hal”, and “Abelson, Harold”, as if they were

different people; this is because the author names in each submission were for-

matted differently (Figure 8). In ECS EPrints, the publications list shows some

records for “Shadbolt, N.” and some for “Shadbolt, N. R.”—but visiting Nigel

Shadbolt’s personal page links to both of these, because the same identifier is

common in both cases (Figure 9). Variations in formatting may be arbitrary,

but may also be enforced by publishers’ varying house styles; this highlights how

an identifier can make metadata more useful while still retaining its faithfulness

to the official published rendering.
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Once a record has been submitted, any names which appear in the metadata

are linked to a personal page (outside the repository) which is generated from

their metadata. This includes such details as contact information, associated

people such as taught students, publications, conferences attended, and tags

representing fields of academic or personal interest. The data in this page is

obtained from departmental databases, user input, and EPrints itself, and is

also available as RDF.

These additional browsing, tagging, and summary features are an example of

the possibilities of Semantic Web integration with repositories. The missing links

in this scenario are that identifiers are restricted to members of ECS, and that

they are only accepted for people.

An advantage of restricting the scope of identifers to within the school is that

there is no need for distributed search. As all the linked data associated with

the repository is under the control of ECS, it can all be obtained from local

databases guaranteeing data availability. Obviously this is not a solution for

data which is not under the control of the local institution.

If all of an author’s work is submitted to their institution’s repository, browsing

could in some cases be delegated rather than distributed. The RDF service re-

solves URIs by redirecting them to a page with that URI’s metadata, in either

RDF or HTML as appropriate. If this standard were followed by each repos-

itory, a user could browse one page at a time, jumping between repositories

which each displayed local information but never requiring data to be combined

dynamically from different sites. For decentralised data this would only be a so-

lution if every cooperating organization harvested each other’s data to produce

a combined view. This harvesting could for example be based on OAI-PMH,

remote SPARQL interfaces, RSS, or simply periodic manual updates.

This example demonstrates that useful data exists outside the control of the

repository, which can be usefully integrated into the repository’s interface. In

this case research projects, conference attendance, relationships between people,

and lists of interests are all available.

However, the mechanism used to link these entities to the repository is limited.

Connections between these resources can therefore only exist via people, not

other data types; and this is further restricted to members of ECS, due to

the identifier scheme. By using URIs as identifiers, given suitable infrastructure

the repository could link authors in different institutions and provide similar
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features for other data types. This infrastructure would take the place of the

departmental databases which provide the backend for the RDF service.

6.4 Conclusions

The examples in this section show that capturing identifiers alongside repository

data can add value and improve usability. In the next chapter, I explore the way

in which data in this form can be captured and used with two prototype user

interfaces.
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7 Semantic sidebar

In this chapter I describe the development and evaluation of two prototype user

interfaces, based around a server and Web browser plugin, to experiment with

methods of interaction between the repository and users. These tools demon-

strate the extra possibilities which arise from collecting metadata with associ-

ated identifiers.

The first prototype was an RDF browser which allowed direct exploration of

linked metadata alongside the standard repository user interface. The goal was

to be a demonstration of how Semantic Web technology might work with EPrints

and add value to data in an archive.

7.1 Purpose

The publications and authors in ECS EPrints have reliable identifiers, which

make it possible to link these objects and their metadata together, producing

a linked data graph. The sidebar tool provides a way of exploring this graph

through traversal and structured querying, to help a user of the repository dis-

cover new material which may be of interest, and thereby highlighting the ben-

efits of providing these identifiers.

Following Semantic Web standards when publishing data leads to the possi-

bility of third party services making use of it. The sidebar demonstrates this

by requiring no changes to be made to the repository. The implications of this

architecture will be discussed below.

It also shows that linked data removes the constraints of a traditional Web inter-

face, allowing a new interface to be built on top of existing data. The repository

and sidebar view are partially integrated; having browsed to a repository item

in one view it can be synchronized with the other.

7.2 Architecture of the browsing sidebar

The architecture and relationships between entities are shown in Figure 10.

1. The user’s Firefox browser plugin displays a button in their browser tool-

bar. The button activates the query service based on the URL of the

currently viewed page.
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Figure 10: The relationships between entities in the browsing sidebar. The repos-

itory is harvested by a triplestore, which is augmented with an ontology and

queries based on the repository data. A query server links the repository inter-

face with the triplestore, and possibly external resources, via the user’s sidebar,

allowing graph traversal and providing recommendations.
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Browser integration is required because the security barriers in JavaScript

prevent code in a window from accessing information about other win-

dows. The alternative would be adding a link in the HTML returned by

the repository, but this method means that the repository need not be

modified to provide support.

2. An item of interest in the repository is associated with a URI based on the

OAI-PMH identifier, calculated from the URL of the page being viewed.

The same identifier is generated from an eprint abstract page and the

documents which are part of it.

Metadata about each item is regularly harvested from the repository using

the OAI-PMH protocol. The script performing this harvesting transforms

the data into RDF in the Dublin Core ontology, which is also stored in

the triplestore.

3. Alongside the metadata and ontology, an expert constructs SPARQL queries

associated with each data type (such as eprint or person). These queries

are intended to directly link an entity with others which are related, but

have a more complex relationship than a single step on the linked data

graph. For example, two papers which have a common author are two

steps apart, as they have a metadata value in common, but there is no

field in a paper’s metadata which links directly to another.

In the prototype only a single query server is supported, and the eprint

URI is generated using a simple regular expression from the viewed URL.

While a complete implementation could support a configurable set of

databases for multiple repositories or query services, using the system

would require more effort from the user. Alternatively, a larger scale uni-

versal system could be built, but this could introduce issues of data in-

tegrity and ownership as well as privacy concerns. Solving this problem

is one reason to provide Semantic Web services which are integrated with

the repository; this point is discussed later.

Queries for an eprint could be “all eprints with two or more authors in

common with this eprint, ordered by date”, or “all authors of papers in

the same research project as this eprint, ordered by number of papers”.

Each query has an identifier and description, and is stored as a string of

SPARQL in the triple store.

4. Activating the sidebar causes the triple store to be searched to find the

given resource’s data type and a list of queries relevant to that type.
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(Figure 11) The plugin opens a sidebar (a standard feature of Firefox),

and makes an HTTP request to the query server containing the resource

identifier.

A list of possible queries is returned to the client software, combined with

a list of all triples related to the selected record. This allows the user

to browse the metadata directly as well as using the query system. For

objects which have a viewable URL as well as an identifier in the triple

store (such as eprints in the repository) an additional link is displayed to

open the object in the main window, navigating away from the original

object.

5. The user chooses a query in the sidebar by following a link, which encodes

the query identifier as well as the target resource. The query server obtains

the SPARQL for this query, inserting the resource identifier, executes the

query, and returns the result. (Figure 12)

From each result the user can continue to browse metadata, choose queries,

or navigate to another record in the repository. Figure 13 shows the view

having browsed to another entity.

7.3 Features of the browsing tool

The significant features of this tool are:

• The triplestore is independent of the repository.

Metadata is extracted from EPrints and stored in a separate triplestore

for browsing. This used the OAI-PMH data access API to gather data: a

design decision which means it is not necessary to make changes to the

repository configuration.

This separated architecture demonstrates the principle of data exchange

in the Semantic Web: how free exchange of data in a standardised way

adds value to it. OAI-PMH is an extensible protocol suitable for biblio-

graphic metadata, and is already integrated with EPrints in its default

configuration which is why it was chosen here, but it is unsuitable for

freely structured data for which RDF was designed. A possibility with the

sidebar tool is the ability to incorporate data which may not fit into any

predefined structure.
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Figure 11: User interface of the first sidebar prototype. When the user activates

the sidebar tool when viewing an eprint, its metadata and a list of queries are

displayed in the sidebar.
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Figure 12: Selecting a query shows a list of results. The main link of each

result navigates within the sidebar; the ellipses link to the EPrints record, which

updates the main window.
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Figure 13: Different data types have a different selection of queries. In this case

the results have no corresponding Web page, so no ellipses are displayed.
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Though the architecture is an example of a third party Semantic Web

service, a greater benefit could arise from integrating the tool into the

repository itself. The Semantic Web encourages connections between for-

merly separate data sources, adding value to both, but this process could

improve the quality of the data in the repository as well as disseminating

it. For example, the user interface could draw on data in a triplestore to

provide suggested input, thus collecting identifiers along with strings in

the cases where authors have metadata. The triplestore could also be used

to store supplementary data for records in the repository, which could be

too loosely structured to store in regular database fields; if a repository

stored raw data from experiments, for instance, an ontology describing

how to format the data could be stored alongside.

• Metadata browsing is alongside, but integrated with the archive view.

When the user activates the sidebar tool the archive window is unchanged.

However the URL of the currently viewed page, which can be either an

eprint overview or document page, is sent to the server side tool and

parsed to identify the eprint. The results—metadata and query results—

are displayed in an additional panel in the Web browser window.

The tool has two related purposes: metadata exploration and discovery

of associated records. The first allows the user to evaluate the eprint by

studying the potentially richer metadata available from the triplestore.

The second allows other records in the archive to be found by following the

connections implied by the metadata. For the first purpose it is important

that the user keeps the context, the currently viewed record, available as

it provides core metadata and navigation as well as site structure and

branding. For the second, the user wishes to leave the current record and

discover others; in this case the context is the sidebar’s query results, and

the user needs to be able to display the contents in the main browser

window.

Therefore when the user selects an eprint object in the sidebar, an addi-

tional icon is displayed which changes the view in the main window. For

other data types there is no “contents” web page to display, as the archive

stores only publications, so this option is not available; selecting an object

displays its properties in the metadata panel.

The separation of the sidebar and repository content allow it to bridge

between different data sources, such as two repositories or a repository

and third party service.
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• The triple store can contain data from other sources besides the repository.

EPrints is designed to store a single core data type: the publication. The

properties of publications are merely values, and are not considered first

class objects with their own metadata. For instance, the bibliographic data

on a publication in conference proceedings has separate fields for the name

of the conference, when it took place, and its location, even though these

are properties of the conference itself and not the paper.

By associating EPrints with a triplestore, other object types can be de-

scribed and linked, possibly providing richer information to the user or

assisting in information management. Some examples:

– As a first class object, a conference or journal could be added and

given metadata before there are any associated papers. User interface

improvements could make use of this data to assist submitters.

– Providing extra information about other data types becomes possi-

ble or simplified, for instance providing authors’ contact information.

Storing this data within a publication means that updating the in-

formation would involve changing the copy in each record, increasing

maintenance effort for the administrator or submitter, while also re-

sulting in a new version of the record even though the publication

itself was unchanged.

– Repository data can be linked to external sources, as triplestores

can aggregate arbitrarily structured data. A publication could be

linked to a video recording of a seminar, which could in turn link

to the people who attended, which could list their research interests.

Adapting the repository specifically to store each new piece of data

would be far more complex than the general solution of integrating

a triplestore.

However, as argued before, linking between different types would require

URIs as identifiers for each. EPrints currently does not have an identifier

field for any types other than people, so this linking would be unreliable

with the data available due to formatting differences.

• Querying support to discover serendipitous information.

EPrints already includes integrated searching and browsing features, keyed

to individual fields: the user can specify values or ranges for a set of fields.

This capability is appropriate for finding a known record or searching
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with simple criteria, and can be performed efficently by the underlying

database.

However, the querying feature of the sidebar tool is intended to provide

more complicated searches through a SPARQL query language interface.

The aim is to support queries which can reveal related records to the user,

which are relevant but associated in a way too complex to be picked out by

simple search. The knowledge engineer prepares these queries in advance,

and they are presented to the user as suggestions as an alternative to

directly browsing the metadata objects.

While viewing a paper, a typical query which could be displayed is: “Find

all the papers written in the last year, by any author who has collaborated

with at least two of the authors of this paper on more than one occasion.”

This might help the reader find authors whose work could be of interest,

but whose papers might not share any metadata fields in common with

the one displayed.

The querying feature is intended as a demonstration of the applicability of

Semantic Web tools to a problem. Providing recommendations was chosen

as a simple example of a valuable feature which could be built using only

standard Semantic Web tools and languages. It is not likely to produce

more useful recommendations than a purpose built engine using heuris-

tics and statistical analysis. Recommender systems are an active field of

research[183] which use more complex algorithms than my system can

express; but Semantic Web standards would still be suitable as a data

interchange and description mechanism.

• Coreference is handled transparently for the user. Alternative spellings of

names or publications are grouped together, and the associated properties

and related items of each are merged.

Behind the scenes each instance of a string harvested from the archive

is converted to an automatically generated identifier: a hash of its string

value along with its data type. In the RDF model this allows assertions

about this value, as only a URI can be the subject of a triple. The first

assertion to be made is the string representation of the URI: the original

string. Hence no data is lost, and the record can be displayed the same

way, but the new identifier can now be manipulated.

Indirectly referring to names through an identifier allows the identifier

to be unified with others, for instance using the owl:sameAs predicate.

This is not the same as stating that the strings are the same—of course
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they are not—but the entity they refer to may be the same. In another

context the same string may not refer to the same entity, such as where

two people share a name. With an identifier as the prime data type rather

than a string, these cases can be disambiguated explicitly: it is possible to

say “this person called Harry Mason” instead of “a person called Harry

Mason” as before.

For simplicity in prototyping, the conversion process makes the assump-

tion that identical strings in the archive correspond to identical entities.

This permits “false negative” coreference to be handled by asserting the

unity of two identifiers, but not “false positive” coreference, where the

same name is assigned to separate objects.

How could both cases have been handled? Identifiers are composed of the

data type and value, hashed, but they could be generated or assigned using

another method. Manual assignment is the most reliable—there will al-

ways be cases where only a human has sufficient capability and knowledge

to make a correct decision. The disadvantage is of course that identifier

assignment is a specialist task, and all archive submitters cannot be ex-

pected to deal with data integrity.

A more pessimistic automatic system could include the record ID as part

of the hash. Every occurence of a name would have a different identifier,

which alone would be awkward except that coreference statements can

be automatically asserted where an identical name already exists. This

method permits identical names to be different, as the automatic state-

ments can be removed manually. However it creates a large volume of data

which could be awkward to handle without a special tool.

For maximum data reliability the element of manual intervention must

remain, for the cases where it is otherwise impossible to produce correct

data. For the other cases where automatic assistance is desirable, the sys-

tem could make an assumption based on a heuristic but give the user the

opportunity to correct that assumption. Coreference features built into

the repository would support this, as the user interface could present a

list of choices when appropriate. Ultimately the submitter may be in the

best position to decide whether things are coreferent.
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7.4 Critical reflection

This prototype is an example of how repository data might be extended into

the Semantic Web. However, it has several shortcomings as a user interface and

architecture, and is limited by the data available in the repository.

7.4.1 Browsing interface

The sidebar tool is constraining relative to other RDF browsers. As a user

interface it is inflexible and excessively simple, and the same functionality could

now be provided simply through generic RDF browser technologies, such as

Tabulator[39], IsaViz[184], and Fresnel[43]—or through additions to EPrints

itself.

Alongside the standard EPrints interface, which is tailored to the needs of repos-

itory users in general and can be configured by each institution, a simple RDF

browser is awkward. Unlike similar tools, such as Tabulator, the sidebar does not

maintain a visual display of context and the thread of navigation, and the user

may quickly become lost browsing a resource unrelated to their initial selection.

In this scenario pure exploration of RDF may be inappropriate for users’ needs.

For the cases where direct graph exploration is useful, data can be obtained

from EPrints through OAI-PMH by third party tools and processed offline, and

while supporting RDF could streamline this task it would provide no qualitative

improvements without first improving the data itself.

7.4.2 Querying

Though the direct graph traversal is not without drawbacks, the query func-

tionality is a new feature which seems that it could be beneficial for users. It is

an extension of the exploration possible within EPrints, and a generalization of

the concept could link repository data with external resources which cannot be

integrated into the EPrints data model.

Choosing appropriate queries for the sidebar requires expertise both in SPARQL

and the research domain. While it might be assumed that coauthorship and

metadata values in common imply a useful link between papers, there is no

guarantee that this is so and a more complex algorithm might be required for

useful recommendations. It is also uncertain that users will find browsing via the

query mechanism useful, as it makes the details of its selection process explicit
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rather than presenting a list of potential results directly, using internal heuristics

to evaluate recommendations but hiding the unnecessary details from the user.

This would correspond to an exploratory rather than goal-orientated browsing

of the data; if the target resource was already known the user could search for

it using the existing tools.

Any advanced analysis tool providing linking or recommendations will encounter

the problems described above in the analysis of the WWWConf and RAE data.

It is not clear that deploying such a service on top of current repositories would

provide a real benefit, due to the inherent informality of typically stored bibli-

ographic data. In testing this prototype the only metadata which was reliably

useful was the author field, because of the unique identifier optionally stored

alongside names of ECS members corresponding to their internal staff identi-

fication number. This identifier unified different renderings of the same name,

which were common despite being within the same institution. Other entities,

such as events and journals, had no identifier and had even greater variation in

formatting.

The sidebar prototype makes explicit the mechanisms which might be used to

make recommendations using Semantic Web standards. Such recommendations

may indeed be useful for repositories, and the Semantic Web could provide a

mechanism for them to be distributed and potentially more accurate; however,

the approach taken here is too simplistic. Advanced recommender systems could

use this type of query behind the scenes, along with statistical and graph analysis

techniques to provide more accurate recommendations. This topic is a large

research field and will not be explored further here.

7.4.3 Summary

This prototype shows that Semantic Web technology can be applied to add new

features for a repository. It is limited by the availability of suitable source data

and lack of integration with the repository itself. For the next experiment I

focused on input, aiming to build a tool which could mitigate the lack of data

suitable for linking.

7.5 Input sidebar

To better demonstrate a clear benefit from integrating Semantic Web technology

with a repository, a different direction is more appropriate. To provide quali-
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tative improvements for usability (for browsers and submitters) and analysis,

and to support systems such as the browsing sidebar described above, Seman-

tic Web ideas can be applied at the user interface to capture better data in

the first instance. This prototype was based on the earlier code and used a

similar architecture of Firefox plugin and query server backed by a triplestore

(Figure 14).

The purpose of this tool is to help repository submitters input identifiers along-

side the standard metadata, to improve the value of captured data. It allows

the user to select an entity from lists of possible values instead of typing, then

automatically fills in the identifier field behind the scenes.

The earlier prototype was modified to detect input form elements on Web pages.

Each form field, identified by the URL and element ID, is associated with a data

type from the ECS ontology. Selecting such a field, the user activates the browser

plugin from a toolbar button; this opens the sidebar and sends a request to the

triplestore for entities of that field’s type. As the purpose of this prototype tool

was to demonstrate the value of identifiers, “person” is the only supported data

type, using the unique numbers assigned to ECS members.

Results are returned in a list which can contain richly formatted data. Using data

extracted from the ECS website, searching for people could display a picture

alongside their name. Selecting an item from the results list copies the values

into the selected field on the form; the name into the main field, but also the

number into the associated ID field.

Characteristics of this interface are:

• It encourages users to enter the numeric identifier for a person when they

submit to a repository, thus collecting better quality data. (Name fields

are always presented with an optional identifier field, but the submitter

must normally look up the appropriate value manually.)

This number eliminates the need to parse names and disambiguates in

two cases: where alternative renderings of the same person’s name exist

(though this could be resolved semi-automatically for an existing dataset),

and where two people share a name (which after data collection could only

be performed by a manual process or statistical methods).

Once collected, this data can be used as in earlier examples to link or

analyze people and their relationships with other data in the repository.
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Figure 14: The relationships between entities in the input sidebar. Data har-

vested from various sources, such as personnel data and the repository itself,

is collected in a triplestore. Queries define possible subsets of this data which

might help the user find the desired entity. Selecting an entity in the sidebar

enters the appropriate values into the repository input fields.
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Figure 15: The user interface of the second sidebar prototype. The Fetch button

asks the server for a list of data sources which relate to the URL of the page

visible in the main window. In the lower sidebar panel a list of entities will be

displayed.

Figure 16: The user has selected a query and result, which automatically copies

the appropriate value into the form. Note that more than one field may be filled

in, and may include information not displayed in the results list.
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• It avoids the user having to type in names, instead being presented with

a preferred rendering of that person’s name. For other data types, this

would be beneficial by making it more likely that a consistent rendering is

used throughout the archive. This preferred name can reflect the policies

of the archive or be based on authoritative information. In the case of

personal names however, it may be more desirable to accurately store

the metadata according to the official printed rendering with the numeric

identifier unifying any variations.

Though clicking on a selection saves typing effort for the user, they must

instead scroll through a list of possible choices, which is likely to be a

far less efficient process than typing the name. Using this prototype also

involves a distracting jump between the repository Web page and the

browser plugin. A more advanced implementation could integrate input

directly into the form field, however, also allowing the user to type a few

letters before displaying a list of matches.

Integrating this service into the repository could potentially enable heuris-

tics to be used which suggest more likely choices first.

• A list containing formatted data can provide additional information to

help the user where a name is ambiguous. This is critical in the case where

two people have identical names, but might be useful if the submitter

only knows the initials and simple text completion would not give enough

context. The query functionality also allows the user to pick from a subset

of entities, for instance the members of a particular research group, which

helps to disambiguate if a large data set is available.

• Separating the repository and sidebar service allows data to be gathered

from third party sources. In this example author names were obtained

from the triplestore constructed for CS AKTive Space[42]. It means that

repository data can be linked inside the triplestore with other sources

through common identifiers (where they exist), providing more detail for

disambiguation. In this case the email address of each author is displayed.

However, as before the architecture of a browser plugin separate from the

repository has several problems.

The user is obliged to download and install the plugin before the feature

can be used, and if the code is updated they must download an upgrade.

It is also tied to the browser they use; in this case only Firefox users

could access the service. The server must be kept up to date to be able
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to select the correct input fields in each repository it supports, and must

periodically harvest data from an appropriate source. For a user to work

with two unrelated repositories, they may also need the ability to select

between two servers.

The awkwardness of this process demonstrates why the repository should

itself contain these features. Once installed, the sidebar makes it easier to

collect identifiers alongside data, but the overall process is more difficult

for users than typing data in directly. It also requires users to be conscious

of the Semantic Web and be proactive in gathering suitable data.

An integrated interface keeps control of the repository’s identifiers and

Semantic Web features in the hands of the repository administrator. They

can harvest data from appropriate sources at their site, structure the

repository database to store URIs, and add user interface features to both

gather and make use of this linked data without being intrusive for users.

By using URIs, these identifiers can be globally recognized even though

they are assigned by each repository, and can be unified using the coref-

erence handling techniques discussed earlier.

• The most significant problem, from the point of view of the Semantic

Web, is the fact that unique identifiers still only identify people, and (in

this scenario) are limited to short integers with only local scope. The

architecture of EPrints 2 only provides an identifier field for names, and

it has no prescribed formatting. Email addresses and site-specific data

types are commonly used, but URIs would both support Semantic Web

technologies to link data and allow identifiers to be used for any data type.

The fact that identifiers have only local meaning in this prototype out-

weighs any advantage gained by separating the sidebar tool from the repos-

itory.

7.5.1 Summary

The input sidebar was developed with the goal of supporting the capture of

identifiers in repository data. It achieves this partially but the interface in the

prototype is difficult to use and would not scale to a real scenario. This and the

previous sidebar prototype together justify the inclusion of identifier handling

features directly into the repository, which could provide the benefits of both

interfaces at a much lower cost for the user.
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Though this prototype could be extended to better integrate with the repository

and provide an improved UI and system architecture, it would still require users

to be proactive in explicitly supporting the Semantic Web when they input data.

On the other hand, providing similar features as part of the repository would

require significant code changes and effort for administrators.

7.6 Next steps

Both of the above tools were developed for version 2 of the EPrints software.

Since then, EPrints 3 has been released which features a new level of config-

urability and a streamlined user interface. For instance, autocompletion is a

standard feature of all form components and can perform arbitrary searches

on the repository or external data. Composite metadata fields exist which can

support the ID attribute in EPrints 2 in a generic way for any data type. The

plugin based architecture allows administrators to install new functionality eas-

ily, which is important if experimental Semantic Web features are to be deployed

by archive administrators.

Supporting Semantic Web services is not necessarily considered important by

repository administrators. The hypothetical improvements to interoperability

and quality of data, which are anticipated by Semantic Web researchers, have

a bootstrapping problem; if no other services exist which could be interoper-

able, there is no benefit. Tim Berners-Lee’s visionary scenario[57] is intended

to appeal to the “early adopter” community of academics and technologists,

whose work will not immediately realize the vision but will progress towards it.

EPrints is in a similar position to push development in the repository commu-

nity, as occurred with OAI-PMH[136], by providing features by default thereby

producing a critical mass of supporting sites.

This is why I believe EPrints should integrate identifiers into every appropriate

field, using Semantic Web formats and protocols and with user interface support,

as a default feature. For archive users it would support disambiguation and

simplify data entry, and it would provide the base for linked data services which

would enhance usability further and add value to the data in the repository.

Therefore by promoting the Semantic Web and bootstrapping tools which would

increase the visibility and impact of research, this feature would encourage the

progress of science.
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8 Recommendations for a Semantic Repository

The conclusion of my exploratory work is that repositories should store URIs

which uniquely identifying the entities which exist as metadata in the repository.

This will allow repositories to exchange data through the Semantic Web with a

variety of other sources, using it to improve the quality and completeness of the

data stored in the repository as well as its value to authors, readers, and third

parties.

The tools I built demonstrate some of the possibilities. However, EPrints 3 is

a more flexible platform with the advantages of being able to support this fea-

ture with effective integration into the user interface and submission workflow,

and the power to encourage its adoption in the repository community. This

section describes a scenario where this feature is added to EPrints and how it

interacts with other entities—people and organizations—in the wider research

community.

8.1 Proposal

Each metadata field which is resource valued, rather than data valued (e.g.

people, journals, publishers, but not titles or dates) should be replaced with a

composite field made up of a URI and the original field (Figure 17). In EPrints 3,

the software automatically creates the appropriate database structure required,

and with the appropriate configuration handles the extra component in the user

interface.

The existing autocomplete code should then be modified to search for and store

URIs alongside the text entered by the user. Additional validation could option-

ally be added to avoid data integrity problems, for instance to detect if the URI

exists in an institutional database but the text is formatted differently.

In some cases there will be no authoritative database to consult. I propose that

the repository nevertheless produces identifiers for submitted data. Where a

submission has no URI, one can be assigned based on a hash of the data or

a pseudorandom generator. Using standard methods to unify URIs, these can

be rationalized later or used as the basis of a gazetteer, feeding back into the

user interface. Future submissions can then reuse the assigned identifier when

referring to the same entity.
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Figure 17: The fields in EPrints 3.1’s default metadata which would change, and

the proposed new structure.
Existing field Proposed field

Creators Creators

· Name · Name

· ID · URI

Publication Publication

· Name

Publisher · Publisher

Place of publication · Place of publication

· URI

Volume Volume

Number Number

Event

Event title · Title

Event location · Location

Event dates · Dates

Event type · Type

· URI

Projects Projects

· Name

· URI
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The changes this would require in EPrints would be incremental, based on the

configurable database structure, plugin architecture, and JavaScript autocom-

plete system. Administrators could therefore add this functionality to existing

repositories, though I argue that it should become a default feature in future

releases of EPrints to achieve a critical mass of support which would encourage

the development of related third party tools. Nevertheless, individual adopters

would gain disambiguation between entities, the potential for integration with

existing databases, and preparation for future expansion.

8.2 Organization

8.2.1 Institutional repository

An institutional repository will be both a producer and consumer of data. A

repository makes research material accessible and discoverable, and this will be

enhanced by linking with other data sources: other repositories, organizational

databases such as the ECS People metadata pages, publishers’ sites, and social

systems. These URI-based links will be another mechanism by which readers

can discover research material and place it into context. Such linked data is

the current focus of the Semantic Web[185] and is likely to connect with more

diverse services as the Semantic Web matures.

Institutions will use internal and external resources at the user interface level

to improve the quality of metadata entered into their repository, thereby en-

couraging authors to submit their work, streamlining the process and making

the repository a more useful resource for the organization to evaluate its re-

search. The UK Research Assessment Exercise is an example of a previously

arduous task which would benefit greatly from links between the staff database,

repository, analysis results, and the central RAE provided data.

The data stored in repositories will be used by third party analysis systems in

the same way as it is now, such as quantifying its impact and identifying signif-

icant papers; however, reliable identifiers will simplify the process and remove

ambiguities.

Progress in other aspects of the Semantic Web, particularly OAI-ORE and se-

mantic search, will encourage repositories to publish more machine-readable

data as it will begin to have a direct effect on research impact and accessibility.
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An increased awareness of identifiers could lead to Semantic Web-based citation

linking services. Currently URLs and DOIs are useful ways to provide a reliable

link as they are easily parseable. If it became common practice to return a

response containing (or linking to) RDF metadata, more use could be made of

the citation automatically.

8.2.2 Subject repository

Subject repositories, such as arXiv and CogPrints, are in a similar position to

those controlled by institutions except that the typical characteristics of their

authors, readers, and submissions may be different.

A repository restricted to one field is capable of growing far larger than an IR

could (arXiv, for instance, currently hosts over 470,000 records) and is therefore

likely to be more useful for analysis. It is also more likely to have internal connec-

tions, through citations and collaborations. However, because such an archive

would not have institutionally organized supporting databases, providing ref-

erential integrity through identifiers would take more organization and effort.

User interface improvements to assist this process would still be beneficial but

would require more bootstrapping. In this context, collaborative efforts such as

the Names project[186] would be of particular value.

8.2.3 Publisher

Publishers facilitate the provision of organization and quality control to research.

These roles are equally valid in the subscription-based, restricted access model

which is the current status quo, and the fully open access model advocated by

Harnad[121]. In either case, it harms a publisher if their articles are difficult to

find (even if once discovered, access is restricted), as their commercial success

depends on a journal being considered valuable to publish in or subscribe to.

As both online access to published articles and self-archiving become more

prevalent, publishers are already adapting their processes[125], for instance by

allowing non-subscribers to purchase articles individually. The growing Semantic

Web is another way readers might discover or evaluate articles, and it is impor-

tant that publishers respond to this. It is also inevitable that some self-archiving

of subscription restricted content will occur, but journals can still benefit from

this through interoperability, allowing repositories to become entry points into

the journal via the Semantic Web. Journals could also benefit from adopting
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the data structure I describe simply as an aid to usability and data integrity,

for instance by supporting faceted browsing.

Though my proposal primarily relates to institutional repositories there would

be mutual benefit from the involvement of publishers. For example, in repos-

itory metadata journal names are often abbreviated. Publishers could provide

this data in full, in a standard form which could be harvested by repositories

along with URIs for unambiguous linking. This would provide a robust link be-

tween self-archived papers and the journals in which they appear, promoting the

journal while simultaneously allowing readers to browse to other related articles.

The added value of the journal’s editing and quality control services would also

become more apparent to readers who found the article in a repository; these

are the services publishers will need to promote in the event that the traditional

funding model becomes unsustainable[125].

8.2.4 Society

A learned society is concerned with promotion of academic discourse within their

discipline, which can include the sharing of research through a journal. Improved

access to research serves this goal, but may conflict with the typical funding

sources of non-profit societies[187]. As with commercial journals, alternative

funding models may ensure their survival by charging authors for Open Access

publication[188].

The existence of a rich graph of linked data connecting publications in their

field may be a vital resource to societies. A part of the service they provide to

members could become organizing and highlighting the significant work, build-

ing a community of practice and social network to encourage communication

and collaboration.

8.2.5 Library

Libraries are often responsible for institutional repositories, partly because the

skills, infrastructure, and communication links with academics already exist[189].

As experts in the management of disparate information, including long term

preservation, metadata design, and policy, librarians are likely to appreciate the

virtue of more rigorous metadata; they are able to define suitable metadata

structures and assist submitters to use it appropriately.
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Libraries have access to existing resources which can be applied to improve the

user experience. Digital resources under library stewardship can be the source

and target of links to the repository based on the improved metadata. Such

resources can also be used to feed the user interface, to provide autocompletion

lists when entering metadata, or as supplementary information when viewing a

record.

8.2.6 Conference

Like the World Wide Web Conference in 2006[180], a conference is a producer

of a large amount of metadata. In this scenario authors, delegates, and readers

benefit from a rich graph of linked data. The conference produces a description of

its sessions for repositories to use for data capture; this data, as RDF, could link

the individual sessions to the main conference, providing a subject hierarchy.

The same data can be formatted for social networking services and calendar

software to assist delegates and build a community.

8.2.7 Virtual Research Community

A VRC is a group of researchers who rely on communications technology to

work together despite physically being apart[190]. A Virtual Research Environ-

ment is the toolset which facilitates this. The software plays a part throughout

the research process, including managing the sources of data, raw experimental

results, analysis, collaboration, and publishing.

With digital publishing, experimental data can be published in machine-readable

form alongside an article. In the Semantic Web this can include an ontology to

define the meaning of the data, and compatibility with other data sources. The

metadata describing these resources will also be different, potentially including

a range of first class entities and their own links and metadata. Incorporat-

ing these features into repositories will enable closer integration with VREs,

allowing the data behind a publication to be analyzed by the reader.

8.2.8 Author

The user interface enhancements discussed here will encourage authors to sub-

mit their work to their institutional repository and to provide more complete

metadata. Besides saving typing and ensuring a consistent formatting, the abil-
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ity for the repository to link to external data will demonstrate the benefits for

readers.

Authors seeking recognition for their research output gain from improvements

in access. Data exchange through Semantic Web protocols will support new

methods for discovering relevant work, for instance through cross-repository

browsing, distributed search, and recommendation algorithms.

A Semantic Web repository, or the associated resources described in this sec-

tion, has the potential to be a source of data for knowledge-aware authoring.

WiCK[100, 191] is an example; the project has produced tools which combine

a standard document editing environment with a knowledge base to assist in

preparing structured documents. With identifiers and linked resources obtained

from the repository, this process would be more reliable and would provide more

data.

A logical extension of this would be formal descriptions of the concepts of sci-

entific discourse—not just the bibliographic metadata but the conclusions and

arguments of the work itself. The ScholOnto project also advocates an exten-

sion of the repository interface, but for gathering metadata about the claims

made in the work[94]. This is a related initiative to the one I advocate, but one

which depends far more heavily on author effort to produce high quality data

and which also has a high ‘critical mass’ of use required to become useful. I

suggest that ScholOnto would be more likely to succeed on a large scale once

authors and repositories are already familiar with the idea that Semantic Web

metadata adds value to their work; if could also be successful as a third party

service, providing a hypertext style exploration of concepts based on expert

analysis of established work for the benefit of students new to the field.

8.2.9 Third party services

Anywhere an entity is linked or referred to, identifiers can both disambiguate

and provide metadata through resolution. Several types of third party service

could interoperate with a semantic repository:

Aggregation services could reduce the effort of keeping track and harvesting

data. For the hypothesised conference metadata, a useful service would be com-

bining all such data from conferences in a subject area, ensuring a consistent

format, and republishing for repository use. The Names project[186] aims to

provide identifiers for UK researchers; this or another provider could combine
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names with any associated metadata available from institutions, linking the

person with related resources, and provide this as a service for repositories to

further improve their data capture and value.

CiteBase[133] uses repository data to perform searching of Open Access mate-

rial. Its information is obtained through OAI-PMH and parsed to interpret the

citations, which are used to rank search results. A similar service could interact

with the interface of a repository to capture and link citations. Harvested pa-

pers, with their URIs (CiteBase uses OAI identifiers, which are suitable), could

be made available to the repository for autocomplete at the input stage making

it easier to enter citation data. Once submitted, the new paper would itself be

harvested along with its citations and added to the index.

8.2.10 Reader

Researchers and research students are the ultimate beneficiary of improved

repository access and quality. To them, however, these improvements are in-

tended to be behind the scenes. For the convenience of developers the Semantic

Web uses human-readable identifiers and protocols, but ordinary Web users are

not expected to interact directly with them. Their experience will consist of

more and better links, more expressive browsing and searching, and new ways

of analyzing the research in their field. This progress will, it is hoped, lead to

better use being made of the research being produced by our global society; and

hence as Vannevar Bush imagined, an improvement in the progress of science.
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9 Conclusions and future work

This thesis began with the observations of Vannevar Bush, that scientists were

overwhelmed by the volume of material available to them, but that technology

could play a part in effectively making use of it. Though anticipating many key

improvements, he did not predict possibly the most significant: global commu-

nication over the Internet.

The Web is a piece of technology which has transformed the process of research.

Publication on the Web allows scientists to immediately share their work world-

wide and read and build upon the work of others. To maximize the impact of

a piece of work, it must be accessible to all but it must also be discovered and

read. Associations between resources, including hypertext linking, citation rela-

tionships, and metadata, are ways by which the body of scientific publications

may be explored and analyzed, thus drawing attention to the most valuable

work. Automatic tools which navigate the Web are a key part of this process,

and the fact that Web content is primarily intended for human readers means

that the limits of the Web’s potential have not yet been reached.

The Semantic Web is the technology which facilitates machine processing of

Web data. It supports automation of the repetitive aspects of scientific research,

permitting the researcher to focus on high level abstract and creative work. The

essence of the Semantic Web is formal description of structured and linked data

which allows it to be reliably interpreted by software; an important aspect is

the use of identifiers to unambiguously refer to resources.

Institutional repositories represent a commitment to preserve and distribute

scholarly material for the benefit of authors, readers, institutions, and the aca-

demic community as a whole. The effort involved in producing such a resource

is significant, and must lead to the greatest possible benefit for the participants.

It is therefore important that the most useful data is collected, to best increase

accessibility and the value of the research. Repositories are an area of synergy

between the communication needs of scholars and the technology of the Seman-

tic Web.

I have built and investigated repositories holding publication metadata, and

concluded that the process of collection can lead to valuable information being

discarded, leaving ambiguous data that is less suitable for automatic process-

ing. Standardized identifiers are a way to resolve ambiguity in the distributed
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environment of the Web, allowing systems using Semantic Web technology to

add value to data in a repository through building a graph of linked entities.

Using EPrints as a base, I have explored how repository data with identifiers

could be collected and used by combining a repository with a triplestore. Data

in this form can provide improvements to browsing and discovery of related

records, and can be linked with other sources of data for analysis and exploration

through interoperable Semantic Web standards.

Finally, I have described a modification of the EPrints data model to natively

support URIs for named entities. Were this model adopted by the repository

community, it would provide a critical mass of support for third party identifier

services related to the entities related to repository records. This would lead to

standardized services which would simplify the process of data collection and

automatically join new data with the global graph of linked scholarly discourse.

9.1 Research challenges

In the scenario I propose, what research remains to be done? From a technical

point of view, compatibility and data exchange with other repository applica-

tions is necessary. Fedora’s RDF based data model can already store data in

this structure[192]. DSpace is currently limited to Dublin Core for the meta-

data used by its interface[193], but is capable of storing other types and could

provide this feature as an extension. OAI-PMH is extensible to other metadata

schemas[134] and could support a modification of the oai_dc namespace which

included identifiers.

The way linked data is presented to users is an ongoing area of research, and

how it relates to repository interfaces should be addressed. Standalone interfaces

such as Tabulator[39] are generic and allow direct traversal of the data graph.

However, as I have demonstrated such an interface is not necessarily the most

efficient way to explore the graph of scholarly discourse. The query functionality

of my sidebar tool is an example of a specialized interface; with reliable URI-

based links between scholarly work more advanced exploratory, visualization, or

recommendation systems could be produced. Faceted browsing is a promising

example; with standardization a Longwell[109] or mSpace[41] could be applied

to the entire corpus. With the availability of advanced interfaces, there is also

the question of how they should integrate with the repository. The repository

could import and manage external data within its interface, with each repository
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providing an appropriate frontend; or the repository could be a source to be

harvested and integrated by external services.

Identifiers in earlier examples have been obtained from the ECS URI service[173].

Such services will be important in a larger scale scenario, because the goal is to

use a common identifier where possible across the entire community. The Names

project[186] is an effort to build an authority on names for UK researchers, and

I have envisaged similar databases of journals, publishers, conferences, and re-

search projects. Certain disciplines might particularly benefit from services in

their field, for instance a list of substances in the physical sciences.

As many of these services will be similar, a common architecture could be ben-

eficial. The way these services will be used also suggests that a protocol will

be required. In EPrints 3, typing a partial name into an input field performs a

lookup on the repository and returns a list of matches. Identifier services will

need to provide this functionality with low latency, possibly over a distributed

dataset, and may need to consider privacy and authentication issues for per-

sonal data. Repository administrators will also need a mechanism for discover-

ing which identifier services are useful for their users. Longer term, coreference

management may be required to ensure data integrity as the provision of these

services changes.

In the long term, the process of authoring may integrate with repositories and

knowledge services at a deep level. WiCK[191] is an example of how writing

can integrate with a Semantic Web data source, and ScholOnto[94] shows how

a document can be augmented by a formal model of the objects and relation-

ships it describes. Modern document formats and OAI-ORE could extend these

detailed semantic relationships with the repository. It is possible that a repos-

itory could analyze a document for the connections made by smart authoring

tools when it was written, and extract them as metadata to link it to related

documents in the worldwide linked structure of scientific discourse.
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